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COLOUR IN THEORY & PRACTICE

1 ALABONE, Edwin William. POLY-CYCLO-EPICYCLOIDAL AND OTHER GEOMETRIC
CURVES.  London: John Swain & Son, 89-90 Shoe Lane fleet Street, E.C.  (1912). £ 800

SECOND EDITION. Royal 8vo, ff. 8, half-tone portrait and 86 coloured plates;
original decorative red cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt, gilt edges. Presentation
inscription from the author to Dr L.L. Lake.

Dr Alabone’s Poly-cyclo-epicycloidal contains a delightful series of illustrations
of mechanically produced curves from a machine produced by Messrs.
Holtzapffel & Co. These illustrations are somewhat redolent of those
produced by the Spirograph toy but with far more intricacy. Alabone
brought out a first edition, with fewer plates, under the title Multo-
epicycloidal in 1910. Although boldly claiming on the title-page the price of
‘Two Guineas’ the work was probably in all cases forwarded with a
presentation inscription. Apparently a fire destroyed the authors stock of
publications and this may account for the scarcity of the title.

Alabone was in all probability a quack doctor who, through a rather messy
method, was forced out of the Royal College of Surgeons. He did
however retain MD’s from two American institutions and spent much of
his later years vilifying his accusers and playing with his geometric
fantasies. A full history of the rise and fall of this ‘medical’ man can be
found through
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1142239, if
remembered at all, is known for his The Cure of Consumption which reached
an impressive 64th edition by 1912.

OCLC records 5 locations only at British library, Oxford, Cambridge,
National Library of Scotland and Dublin

INFLUENCED BY THE WIENER WERKSTÄTTE

2 [ART NOUVEAU TEXTILE DESIGN]. KRATZIG, Helene, and Emma ZENKER. A
COLLECTION OF 40 LEAVES OF ORNAMENTAL STUDIES AND MOSTLY TEXTILE
DESIGN. Tannwald and Morchenstern, 1910-1915. £ 750

36 leaves in watercolour, three stamped and one of cut-out and pasted coloured paper; mostly in large folio, a few in folio.
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Fascinating collection of designs, signed by Helene Kratzig
and Emma Zenker, most of them having a teacher’s signature
and mark in red ink. Two of the stamped designs clearly show
the influence of the Wiener Werkstätte, with their formalized
minimal ornamentation and asymmetric distribution a surfaces
and lines. The leaf of cut-out and pasted down geometrical
design reminiscent of folk art also contains what seems to be
two versions of a washing powder logo, a rural washerwoman
behind a washing tub.

The designs and design studies were produced in the densely
populated and industrialised Northern Czech region of
Liberec (Reichenberg) in the small towns of Morchenstern
(Smrzovka) and Tannwald (Tanvald), possibly as homework
for the art and design school which was linked to the
decorative industries of the area: mainly glass, bijouterie,
porcelain, and textiles. The designs are calligraphically
inscribed, dated and give the class the pupil was attending. It is
most likely that these works were homework of the
Kunstgewerbeschule (School for applied Art) in the cultural
and industrial centre Liberec, which trained designers for the
local industries which were exporting their products
worldwide. Amongst the pupils of this school was Adolf
Loos, before he moved on to Vienna, where he rose to fame
as one of the creators of early modernism.

3 [ARTIST STUDIO PEEPSHOW] ENGELBRECHT, Martin. [PERSPECTIVISCHE
VORSTESSUNG EINES MAHS UND KUNST ZIMERS] [Augsburg,] C.P. Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht,
excud. A.V. ca. 1750]. £ 2,500

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut away sheets,
[100×140 mm.] with contemporary hand-colouring.

A fine series depicting an artist studio and
certainly the with first three-dimensional
imagery.

The cut aways depict; [1] an apprentice with
an assistant grinding colours with a mortar
and pestle and a table to their right laden
with preparations; [2] an artist at his easel
with an empty frame behind ready for the
finished canvas, with casts and sketches
hung from the walls or placed on shelves to
give him inspiration; [3] a group of three
artist seated at a table each sketching a large
classical figure from different aspects; [4]
another artist with palette and brushes in hand putting the finishing touches to a painting placed on an easel, with a
pair of life sized sculptures of on pedestals to the left and right of him; [5] two customers being shown an unframed
canvas depicting a saint and angel by an artist/salesman that has been brought from a stack of canvases leaning
against the wall with another prospective purchaser to their left admiring a similar stack of canvases; [6] the back
scene with a display of paintings of classical, religious and landscape paintings with two connoisseurs debating their
merits, the wall with a central doorway leading to a garden with a fountain.

Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg began his career as an artist by his attachment to a local publishing
house. By 1708 he had moved to Berlin where he was engaged in the designs after Eosander von Goethe of a the
Silberbüfett im Ritterall at Berlin and of a porcelain cabinet in Charlotttenberg. Returning to Augsburg he was
involved in illustrating a wide variety of works after various artist mainly on subjects connected with the decorative
arts. It was when he started his own publishing house that his talent for peepshows and similar educational and
amusing engravings became paramount and from which he is best known today.
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COLOURFUL TEXTILES

4 BAYER, Friedrich. PRAKTISCH ERPROBTE DRUCK-RECEPTE bei Benutzung der Alizarin-,
Anilin-, und Azo-Farbstoffe der Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co. Elberfeld, [1896]. £ 450

8vo, pp. iv, 330, [2], pink errata slip at the end; entirely printed in red and black and with numerous specimens of printed textiles; very
lightly spotted in places; in the original brown cloth, front cover lettered in gilt, patterned endpapers, a little rubbed.

A beautifully produced trade catalogue and recipe book offering a dazzling display of newly-invented synthetic dyes.

Bayer explains how to apply them in printing, dipping and steaming various types textiles, according to the preface
this is the the second such catalogue after five years of further innovations and the development of new chemicals

and processes. The Bayer
company was the market
leader in this field during the
last two decades of the
nineteenth century and grew
and into a chemical giant.

‘The general partnership Friedr.
Bayer et comp. was founded on
August 1, 1863 in Barmen -
now a district of the city of
Wuppertal - by dye salesman
Friedrich Bayer (1825-1880)
and master dyer Johann
Friedrich Weskott (1821-
1876). The object of the
company was the manufacture
and sale of synthetic dyestuffs.
The production of these dyes
from coal-tar derivatives had
only been invented a few years
previously, opening up a new

field of business for the still-young chemical industry. Its market was the textile industry, which at the time was
growing rapidly in the wake of industrialization. The natural dyes that had been used until then were scarce and
expensive. New inventions, such as the synthesis of the red dye alizarin, and the strong demand for tar dyes led to a
boom in new discoveries. Many dye factories were built at this time, but only innovative companies with their own
research facilities and the ability to exploit opportunities on the international market managed to survive over the
long term. Bayer was one of these companies … The financial foundation for expansion was laid in 1881, when
Bayer was transformed into a joint stock company called Farbenfabriken vorm. Friedr. Bayer & Co. The company’s
impressive growth in its early years is evident from the size of the workforce, which grew from three in 1863 to
more than 300 in 1881’ (from the company’s website). We were only able to locate one further copy, in the
Deutsches Museum in Munich.

5 BINET, René. ESQUISSES DÉCORATIVES. Préface de Gustave
Geffroy. Paris, Librairie Centrale des Beaux-Arts, n.d. [c. 1905].        £ 875

Folio, pp. [ii], 14, [2]; 60 plates printed in black or sepia, of which 16 are pochoir coloured, 43
text illustrations; some plates soiled and occasionally abraded in the lower margins; loose as
issued in publisher’s cloth backed decorative portfolio; a little spotted.

Fine portfolio and a splendid source work of contemporary taste, containing
designs for jewellery, ceramic tiles, weather vanes, electric light fittings, furniture,
stained glass, shop fronts and much else besides.

René Binet was appointed designer to the Porte Monumentale of the Paris
Universal Exhibition of 1900, he was much influenced by Ernst Haeckel’s studies
of marine organisms which he used as inspiration for many of his decorative
motifs.
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FIRST ONE TO SAINT PETERSBURG WINS!

6 [BOARD GAME]. REISE VON PARIS NACH ST. PETERSBURG. Neueste Ausgabe. The
Journey from Paris to St. Petersborg. Newest Edition. Il Viaggio da Pariggi a St. Pietroburgo. Edizione
nova. Voyage de Paris a St. Petersbourg, Nouvelle edition [title on lid]. AK [Neu-Ruppin or Altenburg? c.
1845]. £ 2,750

Lithographic and hand-coloured playing board (33 x 42 cm) with 61 numbered fields; apart from very light spotting well-preserved;
folding into the original cardboard box (18.3 x 23.5 x 3 cm) with hand-coloured pictorial lithographic label on lid, surrounded by a gilt
and embossed border; only a trifle rubbed; together with a cotton bag containing 25 circular bone counters, one die and the printed rules,
in German and French on two 4to double leaves.

A well produced board game capitalizing on
the newly open railway leading the players
from Paris to Saint Petersburg.

The lid shows a scene at a railway station with
a travelling family buying tickets and a train
waiting in the background; the corners with
views of Paris and Saint Petersburg, a wood
burning locomotive, coaches and a steamship
and passengers suitably attired. The aim of the
game is to travel as fast and economically to
the Russian capital as quickly as possible, with
the opportunity of making profit by
speculating at the stock exchange or trading
grain at Danzig. Bills of exchange can be
cashed, and players can end up in prison or be
press-ganged into the Russian navy! All of
which gives this rare board game the
atmosphere of restless adventure.

As Neuruppin and Altenburg, both centres of the production of popular coloured imagery, are both included
among the stations on the route we believe that the game was likely produced in one of these towns.

7 BROUGH, Robert B. and CRUIKSHANK, George, illustrator. THE LIFE OF SIR JOHN
FALSTAFF … with a biography of the knight from authentic sources London: Longman, Brown, Green,
Longmans, and Roberts. 1858. £ 1,100

Royal 8vo, pp. xx, 196; 20 etched plates and a duplicate hand coloured set; text
illustrations; full red morocco, the spine decorated in gilt by Riviere, preserving the the
original wrapper for ‘part 1’ also the upper wrapper for the separate publication
Twenty Etchings by George Cruikshank and the original decorated cloth upper
cover and spine for the book issue.

Cruikshank’s visualization of Falstaff was particularly successful and has
become the archetypal portrayal of him.

First published in ten parts, this work subsequently appeared in volume
form, as here, containing 20 etchings plus a wood-engraved design for the
wrapper of the parts. An edition of the etchings without the text was also
published separately. Cruikshank’s Falstaff illustrations have been
considered by many to be the best etchings of his later years.
Shakespeare’s most memorable comic creation definitely provided an
artistic challenge that was compatible with Cruikshank’s genius; further,
he was able to include for this work the sort of historical detail that had
always fascinated him. The etchings illustrate specific scenes, acted or
described, from both parts of Shakespeare’s King Henry IV and from
The Merry Wives of Windsor.

Cohn, 96.
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8 [BUSBY, Thomas Lord]. THE CRIES OF LONDON. Drawn from
Life. With Descriptive Letter-Press in Verse and Prose. London: Artists’
Depository, 21, Charlotte-Street, Fitzroy-Square; and by Simpkin and
Marshall, Stationers’-Court, Printed by L. Harrison, 373 Strand. 1823.

                                                                                               £ 3,250

FIRST EDITION. Pp. [26] pages; separate engraved pictorial title coloured by hand, and 23
hand-coloured engraved plates; Later half green morocco over marbled boards by Tout; green silk
marker; all edges gilt; binding: 16.8 x 10.5 cm with the bookplate of the noted collector Eric
Quayle.

The work is really a children’s edition of Thomas Lord Busby’s Costumes of the Lower
Orders, however the text has been simplified and illustrations reduced for a juvenile
readership.

The frontispiece shows the two children viewing a peepshow and notes that the
work was ‘Price in Nos 1s half Bound 3s. 6d Complete.’ This would mean the work
could be had in three parts at 1 shilling each and hence plates 1, 9 and 17 have
engraved imprints and thus the copy cited by Beall was only a part of the work.

Abbey Life 261; Beall E45 detailing a copy with only eight plates; OCLC records
just three copies at Yale (Abbey’s copy); Princeton, Indiana with one part only at
UCLA.

9 [CAMBRIDGE] ACKERMANN, Rudolph. A
HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE. Its Colleges, Halls, and Public
Buildings. In Two Volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London,
Printed for R. Ackermann, 101, Strand, by L. Harrison
and J.C. Leigh, 373, Strand, MDCCCXV [1815].£ 3,500

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 4to, pp. viii, [2], list of plates,
[ix]-xii, 296, [6]; pp. [iv], 324, [8], 95 hand-coloured aquatint or
stipple-engraved plates and one uncoloured engraved portrait; some off-
setting of plates onto the text; a good and complete copy, with the
portraits of the founders and the list of plates, which is usually missing;
contemporary full Russia gilt, border of a ‘cathedral’ roll with similar
corner fans of gothic tracery in blind, spines with five wide bands, lettered
in two panels, the other panels tooled in gilt, marbled edges; some minor
cracking to joints and spines, sunned; unsigned but very redolent of the
workshop of Taylor & Hessey.

A tall copy of the most splendid book on Cambridge ever
produced. The paper of this copy with pre-publication
watermarks (text with dates 1812 and 1815; plates 1815).
This was third in the series of works on England's
universities and public schools brought out by Ackermann.

Abbey, Scenery, 80 (without the list of plates); Tooley, pp. 9-
14.

10 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY AND CONTRAST OF
COLOURS, and their Application to the Arts; including Painting, Interior Decoration, Tapestries,
Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-staining, Calico-printing, Letterpress Printing, Map-Colouring,
Dress, Landscape and Flower Gardening, Etc. … translated from the French by Charles Martel [i.e.
Thomas Delf]. London: London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans. 1855. £ 200

SECOND EDITION IN ENGLISH BY THOMAS DELF . 8vo, pp. xxvii [1] blank, 403, [1] imprint; 4 double page engraved
folding plates, one with an overlay; original blue cloth blocked in blind, spine in lettered in gilt.

The second edition of the first English translation of Chevreul’s landmark work on colour theory.
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When the work was originally issued by Longmans in 1854, the Art Journal and
Blackwood’s gave the translation a poor review, Blackwood’s in truth using the column
inches in defending national pride and the works by Hay and Field rather than having
anything substantive against Chevreul’s text. The Artist and The Times did however
recognized Chevreul’s contribution to the subject, the latter impartially calling it an
‘excellent translation.’

Oddly Longman’s did not think to publish the work with coloured plates, although
some hand colouring of the section on flowers has been made to elucidate the text.
Probably the added expense for such a speculative work, published almost twenty
years after the original French edition, may have been too prohibitive, however when
the work when reprinted by Bohn, in a cheaper form, coloured plates could be
bought as an optional addition.

The translator Thomas Delf (1810-1865) moved from New York to London in 1843
to become agent for Appleton & Co. becoming something of a miscellaneous writer,
translator and publisher of dubious repute.

11 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE LAWS OF CONTRAST OF COLOUR: Application to the
Arts of Painting, Decoration of Buildings, Mosaic Work, Tapestry and Carpet Weaving, Calico Printing,
Dress, Paper Staining, Printing, Illumination, Landscape and Flower Gardening, &c. … Translated from
the French by John Spanton. London: G. Routledge & Co. Farrington Street. New York: 18 Beekman
Street. 1857. £ 250

FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. Sm. 8vo, pp. xv, [1] blank, 237, [1] imprint, [2] advertisements; coloured
frontispiece and 3 plates of which one with an overlay; original blue decorated cloth, gilt.

The second English translation following that of Delf’s
1854 edition.

Although not remarked upon, this translation was an
abridgement most likely directed towards the English
reader in both England and America who would want only
the key principles for practical use and not a full and
thorough scientific exposition. This is born out in
Spanton’s introductory statement: ‘The established
preference of French designs was shown, by the Great
Exhibition of 1851, to be, well founded; of some objects
was found in the fact in the fact, that they had been
designed and executed in accordance with well-defined set
of principles, extensively taught in France to designers,
workmen, and others.’

12 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE LAWS OF CONTRAST OF
COLOUR: Application to the Arts of Painting, Decoration of Buildings,
Mosaic Work, Tapestry and Carpet Weaving, Calico Printing, Dress, Paper
Staining, Printing, Illumination, Landscape and Flower Gardening, &c. …
Translated from the French by John Spanton. London: Routledge, Warnes,
and Rout. 1859.                                                                                    £ 100

‘NEW EDITION.’ Sm. 8vo, pp. viii, [5] xi-xvi, [1] blank, 243, [1] imprint; 13 coloured plates
including a coloured frontispiece and 2 wood-engraved plates of which one with an overlay; original
green decorated cloth, gilt brown blind stamped cloth, spine with lettered in gilt.

The confusion of editions and issues is complicated by a note describing this as the
‘Third Edition’ of the John Spanton text. This 1859 issue includes an additional
chapter on military costume and could probably be correctly described as the second
issue of the third edition of the second English translation!
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13 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE PRINCIPLES OF
HARMONY AND CONTRAST OF COLOURS, and their Application to
the Arts; including Painting, Interior Decoration, Tapestries, Carpets,
Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-staining, Calico-printing, Letterpress
Printing, Map-Colouring, Dress, Landscape and Flower Gardening, Etc. …
translated from the French by Charles Martel [i.e. Thomas Delf] London:
Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden. 1860.                           £ 185

8vo, pp. xlvi, 465, [1] imprint; 15 chromolithograph plates and 4 engraved folding plates and a
folding wood-engraving; original red cloth blocked in blind, spine in lettered in gilt.

The third edition of this the first English translation of Chevreul’s landmark work
on colour theory.

This copy is the first of Bohn’s reprints of Chevreul’s work, carefully revised by
Delf with the addition of a new introduction for the unscientific reader it was
issued in two formats this example published at 7s 6d includes the 15 coloured
plates rather than the standard issue at 5s.

The translator Thomas Delf (1810-1865) moved from New York to London in
1843 to become agent for Appleton & Co. and appears to have become something of a miscellaneous writer,
translator and publisher of dubious repute.

14 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. DES COULEURS et Leurs applications aux arts industriels a
l’aide des Cercles Chromatiques … avec xxvii planches gravées sur acier et imprimées en couleur par René
Digeon. Paris: J.B. Baillière et Fils. Libraires de l’Académie Impériale de Médecine, Rue Hautefeuille, 19
[and others], 1864. £ 2,250

FIRST EDITION. Large 4to [39 x 29cm], 26, [2]; 27 coloured engraved plates, one folding, some occasional foxing; original
blind stamped red cloth, upper cover and spine lettered in gilt, some light wear to extremities; a good copy.

Written when Chevreul was 78, the present treatise is ‘a Splendidly produced volume; the colour-plates designed by
René Digeon are real features of colour printing at that time’ (Weil, 27:228).

Chevreul’s colour studies, which extended over a period of more than fifty years, made him one of the most
influential scientists of the 19th century. His ground
breaking treatise of 1839 De la loi du contraste simultané des
couleurs, first formulated his theories, which were further
expanded in several subsequent treatise, but most
notably his Exposé d’un moyen de définir et de nommer les
couleurs (1861) published in Mémoires de l’Académie des
Sciences de L’Institut de France, which provided a definitive
application of his theory. The present work develops
these ideas further, and is aimed specifically at an
industrial audience. He outlines his nomenclature of
colours, and explains the technical meanings to the
terms ton, gamme (colour scale) and nuance. His striking
and famous series of ten 72-segment chromatic circles,
diagramming the variations in colour obtained by the
progressive addition of black to the basic colours of red,
yellow and blue, and showing nearly 15,000 different
shades, are also included. Unfortunately the original
coloured wool demonstration hemisphere that he made
at the Gobelins, and which is referred to here - has
apparently perished.

His colour theories had a great impact on fine art. “The
neo-impressionist painters derived their methods of
painting from Chevreul’s principles, applying separate
touches of pure colours to the canvas and allowing the eye of the observer to combine them … They found the
scientific basis for the division of tones in Chevreul’s principles of simultaneous contrast” (DSB).

Faber Birren p. 34; Kemp, Science of Art, p. 306;
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15 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE LAWS OF CONTRAST OF COLOUR: Application to the
Arts of Painting, Decoration of Buildings, Mosaic Work, Tapestry and Carpet Weaving, Calico Printing,
Dress, Paper Staining, Printing, Illumination, Landscape and Flower Gardening, &c. … Translated from
the French by John Spanton. London: G. Routledge & Sons, The Broadway, Ludgate. New York: 419
Broome Street [after 1868]. £ 75

‘NEW EDITION’ Sm. 8vo, pp. viii, [5] xi-xvi, [1] blank, 243, [1] imprint; 17 plates including; 15 coloured and one one with with
an overlay; original green  blindstamped cloth, spine with lettered in gilt.

A still later issue of the ‘Third Edition.’ No change to the text is discernible however the usefulness of this title for
practical work is clear from its continued popularity.

16 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. THE LAWS OF CONTRAST OF COLOUR: Application to the
Arts of Painting, Decoration of Buildings, Mosaic Work, Tapestry and Carpet Weaving, Calico Printing,
Dress, Paper Staining, Printing, Illumination, Landscape and Flower Gardening, &c. … Translated from
the French by John Spanton. London: G. Routledge & Co. Farrington Street. New York: 18 Beekman
Street. [1883?]. £ 75

THIRD EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. Small 8vo, pp. x, [3] xii-xvi, 243, [1] imprint; 17 plates including; 15 coloured
and one one with with an overlay; original green  blindstamped cloth, spine with lettered in gilt.

17 CHEVREUL, Michel-Eugène. DE LA LOI DU CONTRASTE SIMULTANE DES
COULEURS et de l’assortiment des objets colorés, considérés d’après cette loi dans ses rapports avec la
peinture, les tapisseries … avec une introduction de M.H. Chevreul fils. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale.
Librairie Gauthier-Villars et fils, Quai des grands-augustins, 55. M DCCC LXXXIX [1889]. £ 1,500

CENTENARY EDITION. Large 4to., pp. [8], xvi, 571 [1] blank, 2 folding tables, 40 engraved and lithograph plates on 22 sheets,
including 37 printed in colour, one with an overslip, and one facsimile of autographs; also 9 samples of coloured paper and 2 printed
tables, folding; contemporary green morocco backed green pebble grained cloth, sprinkled edges.

A special edition of Chevreul’s great work ‘one of the most influential treatises on colour theory written during the
nineteenth century’ [DBS].

Issued to coincide with the centenary of the Imprimerie
Nationale and the fiftieth anniversary of the works first
publication in 1839 it also proved to be the authors
memorial for Chevreul was to die in 1889 at the then
remarkable age of 102.

‘Chevreul made an intensive study of the principles
governing the contrast of colors, which resulted in his
monumental De la loi du contraste simultane des couleurs
(1839), the most influential of his many books. This
book was the outcome of his discovery that the apparent
intensity and vigor of colors depended less on the
pigmentation of the material used than on the hue of he
neighboring fabric. After many experiments on color
contrast Chevreul formulated for the first time the
general principles and effects of simultaneously hue of
the neighboring fabric … Indeed Chevreul designed his
De la loi du contraste simultane less for scientists than for
painters, designers, and decorators. He devoted much of
the book to the applications of the principles of contrast
to the various problems that the artist and designer
encounter in the use of color and to the harmonizing of
colors and their use as agents of pictorial harmony.
[DSB]

The work was published under the eye of Chevreul’s son
Henri; the plates being carefully printed under the
supervision of Emile David, Chevreul’s assistant at the
Gobelins.
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RARE HANDCOLOURED CHILDS ATLAS

18 [CHILDS ATLAS]. RUEBEN RAMBLE’S TRAVELS THROUGH THE COUNTIES. With
Maps and Historical Vignettes. London: Darton and Clark. Book, Print, and Map Publishers. 58 Holborn
Hill. [1844]. £ 2,850

4to, pp. [4], [80] hand coloured lithograph frontispiece, additional title and 40 hand coloured lithograph maps with scenic boards of key
places in each county; green half morocco over marbled boards, inscribed on verso of frontispiece ‘Harriet C. Slater, 1 Oakley Crescent
1848.’

A delightful atlas, with each county map including a border illustrating the chief industries, buildings and
occupations of each locality.

The ‘Preface’ is worth quoting in full as it succinctly outlines the
publishers plan and their intended audience ‘In presenting to the Public
this Juvenile Introduction to the English Counties, it may be remarked,
that though there are excellent atlases and class books on general
geography in abundance, still there is not a single work, calculated by its
embellishments and simplicity of style, to lure the youthful multitude
into that most interesting and important of all studies—the geographical
knowledge of their native land. In this Work the Author has given, in Forty
Maps, the whole of the English Counties; each County being separately
brought under notice to convey an accurate notion of its form and
general outline, with a scale by which the little geographer may ascertain
the superficial extent and the distance from one place to another. In
addition to the Maps, numerous Vignette Views are also given of the
various topographical peculiarities and historical events, which will tend
more effectually to fix the Counties on the recollection. In the letter-
press portion of the work the Author has endeavoured to attain
comprehensiveness and brevity; a difficult task—but one which he
hopes he has successfully accomplished. He has given the superficial
extent—the population—the chief town—the peculiarity of position, if
any, in regard to the whole island—and the nature of the soil, the
produce of the county, and the historical records. With the assistance of a parent, or elder brother or sister, it is
hoped the Work may be not only extensively useful, but highly interesting ; and, with such hope, it is now
respectfully committed to the public attention.’

Of the maps Suffolk is described and illustrated as a totally rural county with Lancashire almost totally industrial.
Clearly the author and publisher were concerned in inculcating a neat and simple description of each county and not
over complicating either the narrative or imagery.

Gumuchian 4731; Chubb DXVII.

ALMOST HORSELESS

19 [COACHBUILDERS]. OFFORD
& SONS LIMITED. Coach Builders &
Harness Makers. 67 George Street,
Portman Square. 92 & 94 Gloucestershire
Rd., South Kensington. 30 Fulham Road,
Thurloe Square, S.W. [London]: J & C.
Cooper, circa 1890.                      £ 2,400

Oblong folio [245 × 370mm] 40 coloured plates,
some marks but generally fine; original cloth, upper
cover lettered in gilt.

An unrecorded, high quality trade catalogue
for this major London coachbuilder.

Although founded in 1791 little survives of
this once famous firm of coachbuilders. The
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catalogue illustrates a wide variety of carriage and includes Barouches, Chaises, Gigs, Pony Carts, Governess Carts
and Dog Carts. The company was chiefly known for lighter vehicles and held a Royal warrant for the manufacture
of this high quality coach work. Offord & Sons expanded to motor vehicles in the mid 1890s and many of the
designs illustrated in this catalogue have a decided look of the early motor car about them. It would take little to
convert a number of designs to this new craze in transportation.

Even though they continued as coachbuilders for motor cars even this activity was abandoned in 1939, although
they continued to deal in Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars. Some part of their original coach building expertise was
intact as they fully renovated the Royal Coronation coach in 1952-1953. Although they proudly stated at this time
they had been in business for ‘almost’ 200 years and expected to continue for another 200 they actually ceased
trading around 1968.

Not found in OCLC or COPAC.

VITA SACKVILLE-WEST’S  GRANDMOTHER

20 [DANCING GAME]. PEPITA D’OLIVA. [German] monogram ‘PD.’ [c. 1854-56]. £ 2,500

A dressing game consisting of a hand coloured, lithographic mannequin of Pepita and 6 hand coloured lithographic and varnished dresses
(back and front glued together at the edges); contained in the original publisher’s box, the lid with lithographic and hand coloured image
of Pepita dancing the the Aragonesa Bommier; with gilt decorative edging.

An most unusual toy that shows the famous dancer, and
incidentally grandmother of Vita Sackville-West, at the
height of her career.

The six dances that the toy appear to show Pepita
performing are 1) El Ole 2) El Jaleo de Xeres, 3)
Aragoneza 4) Madrilena
5) La Perla[?] and 6)
Cachucha.

A barber’s daughter,
Pepita was born in 1830
in the back streets of
Málaga but by the 1850s
she had become the toast
of Europe. In 1852 she

began a liaison with Lionel Sackville-West, later the 2nd Lord Sackville, this
‘unconventional relationship’ was to last until her death in 1871. Sackville-West
bought her a house at Arcachon and she bore him seven children, of whom five -
Max, Victoria, Flora, Amalia and Henry - survived into adulthood. Victoria
managed to marry her first cousin Lionel Edward Sackville-West, 3rd Baron
Sackville and in 1892 produced Vita Sackville-West. The story of Pepita and the
dysfunctional Sackville-West’s is all romantically recounted in Vita’s Pepita published
in 1937.

We have not come across any similar toy of an identifiable dancer, especially one so famous as Pepita. That the
manufacturers thought that such a toy would be suitable for children with all the negative associations connected
with dancers, particularly so with Pepita who was already known to be the mistress of Lionel Sackville-West, is
probably a reflection on the complex nature of nineteenth century morality.

21 DRESSER, Christopher. POPULAR MANUAL OF BOTANY bring a Development of the
Rudiments of the Botanical Science… The illustrations by John S. Cuthbert. Edinburgh: Adam & Charles
black, MDCCCLX 1860. £ 185

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, [2] ‘contents’ 233 [1] blank; 12 hand coloured plates; original brown cloth, blocked in blind with
intertwined leaves [designed by Dresser?] gilt lettered spine; with the binders ticket on final paste-down ‘Bound by Burn London, Postage
4d’

A clean copy of the coloured issue of Dresser’s third work on botany before he devoted himself to design.

‘Among Dresser’s first important writings were ‘On the relation of science to ornamental art’, a paper given to the
Royal Institution in 1857, and The Rudiments of Botany and Unity and Variety, both of 1859. On the strength of the two
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latter works he was awarded a doctorate by Jena University in 1860. He was always
extremely proud of this and made a point of being known as Dr Dresser. He was
disappointed in the same year when his application for the chair of botany at
London University was unsuccessful.’ [ODNB].

‘In this volume we fear that it will be at first sight be thought that we have been
guilty of a great breach of etiquette, for when speaking of the student we have
always done so in the masculine gender. However, we do not for one moment
mean to commit such an atrocity as to insinuate that ladies are not students also,
and that the book is not for them. on the contrary, it is emphatically a ladies’
book… .’ (preface)

The unusual binders ticket has only recently been understood. In their article for
The Book Collector Gregory V. Jones and Jane E. Brown following on from Douglas
Ball’s work tabulate the few bindings which are known to contain these priced
stamps. They found a total of sixteen recorded examples with postage values
running from 4d to 1s. This 4d example for books with a weight of ½-1 lb.

22 DRESSER, Christopher. THE ART OF DECORATIVE DESIGN, with an appendix, giving the
hours of the day at which flowers open (the floral clock); the characteristic flowers of the months (both
indigenous and cultivated), of all countries, and of the diversified soils. London: Day and Son,
Lithographers to the Queen. Gate Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. 1862. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Royal 8vo, pp. [5], viii-xi, [1] blank, 241, [1] blank, [1] imprint, [1] blank original decorative red cloth,
gilt with a design by Dresser, red edges, recased; with the armorial bookplate of James O’Byrne.

‘It is the earliest book in which a designer was to suggest methods of
inventing design’ (Durant).

Quite apart from the physical attractiveness of this work Christopher
Dresser’s book show readers how to create designs themselves.
Promoting an entirely new style, free of historical precedent he was to
become the most radical and possibly the most prolific British designer in
the latter half of the nineteenth century. Dresser boldly asserts that the
arts must reflect the knowledge of the age and ‘resolved on setting those
general principles before such as desire a knowledge of the Decorative
Arts which he has observed prevailing in the best ornaments of all ages
and has traced in plants, from which he has gained much of his
knowledge of ornament (Preface).

Chapters on Order, Repetition, Curves, Proportions, Alternation and
Adaptation lead to Dresser’s primary belief expressed in the title of
chapter XII that ‘The power of ornament to express feelings and ideas.’

From the library of the Liverpool architect James O’Byrne (1835-97),
with his armorial bookplate (ex O’Byrne sale, Christie 22 July 1987, lot
225) see http://www.hughpagan.com/articles-&-reviews/james-obyrnes-
architectural-books-1838.

See Durant, Stuart Dresser’s Education and Writtings in Whiteway, Michael, ed. Christopher Dresser V&A, 2004.

23 DRESSER, Christopher. STUDIES IN DESIGN. London: Cassell, Petter and Galpin. [1874].
£ 2,500

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. 40, chromolithograph title and 60 chromolithograph by A. Goater, Nottingham, plates, including a
frontispiece each with a tissue guard with descriptive text; original burgundy cloth the covers with a blocked key pattern border and
lettered in gilt, gilt edges, skilfully recased.

Studies in Design contains Dresser’s most inventive and original of his demonstrations of ornamental design.

‘Dresser’s Studies in Design is the most remarkable among the great nineteenth-century chromolithograph pattern
books. he tells us that the book had been prepared “during the last fifteen years.” This takes us back to 1859 when
he was 25, and still principally engaged in botany. He claimed that he had “striven to attain newness”, a claim no
one else would have risked making. Newness, in an era that sought comfort in an imagined past, was not what was
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expected of designers. The Athenaeum of 19
December 1874 described the few designs that had
so far been issued as “scientific rather than
artistic…mechanical…however ingenious and self-
consistent”. The Art Journal declared ; “Dr. Dresser
has some peculiar notions on the subject”. A quarter
of a century later, The Studio noted: “Looking at some
of these designs again, a certain spiky
uncomfortability impresses one as their least
admirable feature; yet even now they may be justly
credited with vigour, originality, and perfect regard
for the materials for which they were designed … in
the case of some of the designs for ceiling papers, it
is doubtful if any patterns of more recent years are so
appropriate and admirable …” Some of the startling
colour combinations in Studies in Design derive from
Dresser’s colour experiments. He gives some clues as
to what these might have been in the Technical
Educator, in which he wrote extensively about colour.
He recommended studying the colours produced by
“gas tubes illuminated by electricity” - such tubes
were the prototypes of neon lighting and their
influence can be seen in Studies in Design. “One
should also study, wrote Dresser, the colours of the
spectrum with the aid of a prism. Soap bubbles may
also be blown and the beautiful colours … carefully
noted. These and any other means of cultivating the
eye should constantly be resorted to, as by such
means only can we become great colourists.” Dresser
was among the most daring of colourists. As he once
said, “the sweetest harmonies” in colour are often
closest to discord.’ (Durant)

See Durant, Stuart: Dresser’s Education and Writings in Whiteway, Michael Christopher Dresser, A Design Revolution,
V&A 2004 p. 42.

24 DRESSER, Christopher. JAPAN, ITS ARCHITECTURE, ART, AND ART
MANUFACTURES. London: Longman, Green, and Co. 1882. £ 1,500

DRESSER PROOF COPY - ‘TO KEEP FOR REFERENCE.’ 8vo, pp. xi, [1] blank, 464, ; profusely illustrated, with proof of
decorated title and temporary printed title. contemporary half calf, spine with labels lettered in gilt, somewhat rubbed.

These proofs were evidently sent to Christopher Dresser for him to
add captions to illustrations and decide upon division of larger
illustrations over two pages and provide some final corrections to the
preface. He probably kept this copy as the gatherings were worked of
the press and stereotyped over a two and a half months period. A
number of the gatherings have the evidence of a central fold
consistent with being sent through the post.

As each gathering was set by Edinburgh printers R. & R. Clark the
proof was pulled and sent in turn to Dresser and probably also a
corrector. Both appear to have added corrections or left question
marks hanging over text figure and numbering etc. From the Clark’s
ink stamps to each gatherings we know that the first was pulled on
July 5th 1882 and the last on September 25th 1882. Apparently the
sheets from each gathering were then printed off and the type
redistributed once it had been corrected. In a few instances the
printing of some of the gatherings had to be delayed until illustrations in later sections of the work could be
properly referenced.
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Dresser was under some stress whilst the work progressed through the
press, for the work was completed at the lowest ebb of his life just before
the collapse of the Art Furnishers’ Alliance. ‘His health was under strain, he
was already in financial trouble; he retired from Dresser & Holme in
August 1882 and gave up his membership of the Society of Arts at this
time. In the foreword to his account of the Japan trip, Japan: Its Architecture,
Art and Art Manufactures London, 1882 - one of the most thorough
accounts of the subject to be published in the nineteenth century), he
confessed that a long and painful illness had delayed publication. In the
events that now unravelled, as he said himself, his ill health - probably the
result of overwork and the burdens of responsibility - left him no longer in
command of these many ventures. It is hardly coincidental that his
involvement with all of them ceased in 1882-3, and that his furnishing
company folded with massive financial burdens in 1883. By September
1882 he had surrendered his large house on Campden Hill and was leasing
Wellesley Lodge at Sutton in Surrey.’ (Whiteway, p. 43)

We do not know if any other proof copies of Dresser’s work have
survived.

Ex Sotheby’s Belgravia Arts and crafts furniture, bronzes, silver, Liberty and Co.
silver and metalwork, textiles and other works of art; decorative arts, 1880-1955, 7-
8th November 1973, lot 130. See Whiteway, Michael Christopher Dresser, A Design Revolution, V&A 2004.

25 DRESSER, Christopher. JAPAN, ITS
ARCHITECTURE, ART, AND ART
MANUFACTURES. London: Longman, Green, and Co.
1882.                                                                        £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, title printed in red and black, pp. xi, [1]
blank, 467, [1]; profusely illustrated; original decorated hessian.

One of the most through accounts of the subject to be
published in the nineteenth century.

Dresser’s interest in all thing Japanese was greatly stimulated by
exhibits from Japan at the 1862 International Exhibition This
interest  was to lead to his visit in 1876-77 when he was really the
the first European designer since the opening of Japan in 1854.
In Japan Dresser traveled 1,700 miles and visited about 75
potteries and porcelain makers and also took time to examine
the manufacture of bamboo, basketry, furniture, lacquer, textiles,
embroideries, enamels, toys, and paper. The visit inspired a
simplicity in his designs which is evident in his work on his
designs for Elkington and Hukin & Heath.

24 DULWICH GALLERY. [A SERIES OF 50 COLOURED PLATES FROM THE MOST
CELEBRATED PICTURES IN THAT COLLECTION], [London]. [ca. 1830]. £ 6,000

FIRST EDITION. Folio, 50 hand-coloured aquatint plates, cut round and mounted within rules on cards mounts [420 × 540
mm.],each with numbered in pencil, unobtrusive library blind stamp in lower corner of mounts contained in the orig. portfolio, half purple
morocco, ties broken.

An outstandingly beautiful series of coloured aquatint plates reproducing Old Master paintings in the Dulwich
Gallery. For sheer quality only some of the plates in Ploos van Amstel’s Collection d’Imitations come near to rivalling
them.

A contemporary review was quite glowing in its praise when the first batch of prints were published: ‘Mr. Cockburn
has executed a most difficult task, in a style of superior merit, and deserves the thanks of all who wish to see the
tawdry engravings which disgrace the walls of many respectable houses, and which are not inaptly designated
furniture prints, superseded by suitable and artist-like representations of the works of great and illustrious painters,
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and which are by the presence of colour more generally interesting than the higher efforts of the graver. In point of
drawing, these prints appear to us to be very faithful’ The New Monthly Magazine October, 1817. The engraver and
publisher Ralph Cockburn, a painter who exhibited portraits and genre scenes between 1802 and 1812 but more
importantly he was keeper of the Pictures at Dulwich College. Cockburn, whose death in 1820 caused a hiatus in the
works publication programme may account for the so called first issue date of 1818 of only thirty plates. Tooley
describes a first issue with 30 plates, dated 1818, while Abbey had the same number of plates, which he dated ca.
1830. Prideaux calls for 50 plates, dated ca. 1830, as does UCBA.

Interestingly plate 45 Murillo Spanish Flower-girl was issued as a separate print for a review in Annals of the Fine Arts
vol. I for 1817 states that ‘[Cockburn is] the engraver of this print is a painter in water colours, of no small talents,
and holds the place of Keeper of the Dulwich Gallery. He has therefore had ample time for study, and there would
hare been no excuse for an indifferent print from his hand. This should be more esteemed as an imitation of a
drawing, than a specimen of fine engraving; for it is executed in the soft ground style of etching, mounted and
coloured after the manner of Mr. Westall, till scarcely any of the engraving appears. We saw one of them in the
gallery, and compared it with the picture, and pronounce it an admirable copy, inferior only to a fine drawing such
as could not be obtained for four times its
price.’ Probably then a complete set comprises
of the group published in 1818 together with
other prints Cockburn completed of Dulwich
Gallery paintings previously published under
Ackermann’s imprint.

Clearly only a very small number of complete
copies with such exquisite colouring could have
been produced with Lowndes noting the work is
seldom found complete; a further disincentive
would have been the published price of £40, an
enormous outlay even at this time and must in
some part account for the works rarity. The
plates as listed by Lowndes:- 1. Cascatella and
Villa of Mæssnas at Tivoli - Wilson; 2.
Landscape - Claude; 3. Landscape with Cows -
Cuyp; 4. Hunting Party - Wouvermans; 5. Brisk
Gale - Vandervelde; 6. Landscape - Berchem ; 7.
Landscape - N. Poussin; 8. Chaff-cutter -
Teniers; 9. Jacob’s Dream - Rembrandt ; 10. Sea
Port - Claude ; 11. Landscape - G. Poussin; 12.
Crossing the Bridge Pynaker; 13. Jacoh and
Rachel - Murillo ; 14. Water Mill - Hobbima ;
15. View near Utrecht - Cuyp ; 16. Landscape
Salvator Rosa ; 17. Calm - W. Vandervelde; 18.
Sunset - D. Teniers ; 19. Embarkation of St.
Paul - Claude ; 20. Waterfall - Ruysdael ; 21.
Landscape - Salvator Rosa ; 22. Halt of Travellers - P. Wouvermans ; 23. Fording the Brook - N. Berchem ; 24.
Landscape - A. Cuyp ; 25. Landscape, Morning - J. Both; 26. Landscape Farriers shoeing Horse -Wouvermans ; 27.
Landscape Evening - J. Both; 28. The Assumption - N. Poussin; 29. Cottage and Figures - D. Teniers; 30.
Landscape - A.Vandervelde; 31. Landscape, with Cows - A. Vandervelde; 32. Landscape, with Cattle - A. Cuyp; 33.
Landscape, with Cattle - A. Cuyp; 34. Figures and Animals at a Well - Le Nain ; 35. A Landscape - Teniers; 36.
Landscape, with Figures - J. Wynants ; 37. Landscape - J. Wynants; 38. Landscape, with Horses - Wouvermans; 39.
A Sunset - J. Both; 40. Landscape, with Windmill - Ruysdael ; 41. A Calm- W. Vandervelde; 42. Soldiers Gaming -
Salvator Rosa; 43. Swineherd - Teniers; 44. Italian Landscape - Karel du Jardin; 45. The Flower Girl - Murillo; 46.
Saint Cecilia - Guercino ; and ‘Four additional plates 47.Landscape, with Cattle - Karel du Jardin; 48. Interior of a
Riding School - Cuyp; 49. Two Horses - Cuyp; 50. *Flemish Peasants - Wouvermans.

Cf. Abbey, Life, 201; Lowndes col. 857; Prideaux, p. 334; Tooley 189-90; UCBA, Supp., p.150.

25 DURY, Andrew. A COLLECTION OF PLANS OF THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND, with Maps of the Coast of the Said Kingdoms, Drawn from the most
Accurate Surveys, In particular those taken by the late Mr. J. Rocque, Topographer to His Majesty.
London, Printed & Sold by A. Dury, in Dukes Court, St Martin’s Lane [1764]. £ 3,800
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12mo, engraved title, dedication and index, with 41
hand coloured maps and city plans all mounted on
guards, each measuring 115 x 140mm, but London and
Edinburgh folding out to 115 x 220mm and 115 x
200mm; upper margin of one plan scorched;
contemporary vellum; slightly soiled; with a nineteenth
century armorial bookplate of A. A. Edge.

A delightful pocket atlas from the middle years
of the eighteenth century. The Collection is
divided into two sections, firstly a series of 21
coastal and island plans detailing harbours and
shoals round Great Britain and Ireland. The
second section consists of town plans beginning
with a folding double-page plan of Christopher
Wren’s London plan of 1666 followed by two contemporary plans of London, ‘A plan of the Palace, Gardens &
Town of Kensington’ Oxford, Lewes, Exeter, Chichester, Bristol, Bath, Bury St Edmunds, Shrewsbury, York,
Chester, Boston, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Dublin and Cork.

Designed as a form of supplement to Andrew Dury’s New General and Universal Atlas (London, 1761), the work
never-the-less is a quite independent publication, devoted to British topography.

26 EDWARDS, William Lieutenant,. SKETCHES IN THE SCINDE … Lithographed by Charles
Haghe Esq. 1846. London: Henry Graves & Co. Printsellers to Her Majesty the Queen, & His Royal
Highness Prince Albert, 6 Pall Mall, April 10th 1846. £ 14,500

Folio 380 × 560 mm.; hand coloured tinted lithograph title; and 10 tinted hand coloured lithograph plates each mounted on card;
without the dedication, leaf and ‘description of plates’ original burgundy morocco backed cloth portfolio decorated and lettered in gilt, a
few minor repairs; presentation copy from the author with label mounted on the inside cover.

A superb work illustrating the Sindh just after the Napier’s annexation in 1845. Edwards, who was a lieutenant in
the 86th (Royal County Down) Regiment of Foot was an aid-de-camp appears to have carried out his sketches
during the actual campaign, with Charles Hague transforming them into lithographs.

Sir Charles Napier’s in 1842, was appointed Major-General in command of the Indian army within the Bombay
presidency. Lord Ellenborough the governor-general of India from 1841 policy towards led Napier to Sindh, for the
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purpose of quelling the Amirs or Muslim Rulers of the region, who had made various hostile demonstrations
against the British government after the termination of the Afghan war in the previous year 1841-1842. His
campaign against these chieftains resulted, after the victories of Meanee and Hyderabad, in the complete
subjugation of the province of Sindh, and its annexation to eastern dominions.

Abbey Travel 469; Tooley 193.

DANCING IN ROMAN TUNICS

27 [EGERTON, Michael]. AIRY NOTHINGS: or, Scraps and Naughts, and Odd-cum-Shorts; in a
Circumbendibus hop, step, and jump, by Olio Rigmaroll. Drawn and Written by M.E. Esq. Engraved by
Geo. Hunt. London, Pyall and Hunt, 18, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden. 1825. £ 1,250

4to, pp. [iv], 73, [1] blank; with 23 coloured engraved plates, drawn by ‘M.E.’ and engraved by George Hunt, a few outer margins
slightly shaved with minimal loss of plate mark; some light foxing and soiling; in contemporary half green calf over cloth boards, spine
ruled and decorated in gilt, with morocco label lettered in gilt

This attractive collection of humorous prints is particularly
noted for the famous depiction of ‘Mr Owen’s Institution,
New Lanark’, (facing p. 51).

Egerton prefers to observe the curiosities of life, beginning
his ‘tour’ with many a flight of fancy he becomes more
objective as his travels North. That perennial interest in
scantily dressed Edinburgh washerwomen is observed
together with other Scottish trades before Egerton takes a
stagecoach to West Coast and there boards a voyage on one
of the new paddle steamers plying Loch Lomond.

Another stagecoach is taken back to Glasgow and thence to
New Lanark. This includes the only contemporary depiction
of the interior of the school room of ‘Mr Owen’s Institution,
New Lanark.’ Although the illustration in not quite accurate
it does show the children dancing in their ‘Roman Tunics’
and includes the paintings of animals on the walls used for
education. A fair crowd of adults are seated around the room
as this visit to New Lanark was already a popular tourist
attraction.

Egerton travels on through the Lakes and so by Holyhead over to Ireland before re-crossing the Irish Sea, thence
through Wales and back, presumably to safety, in London.

Abbey, Life, 290; Tooley, pp. 113-114; Colas, No. 938.

FROM TRUDGE TO FULL PELT

28 [EPSOM]. [ALKEN, Henry]. GOING TO THE RACES. A Ludicrious [sic] Amusement
Consisting of Modern Costume, Characters, Dandies, Equipages, and Horsemanship. [London]: Published
by S. & J. Fuller, Temple of Fancy, 34 Rathbone Place. 1819. £ 5,000

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, in cylindrical treen case, consisting of nine sheets all conjoined and measuring 5.3 × 460 cm
overall with a wooden stay at end; the case is complete with its winder; the drum with a varnished image in aquatint of three horses
racing, presumably winners at Epsom; a gilt band at top and bottom with the title and imprint appearing on a circular label pasted on
the underside of the wooden base; contained in a modern purpose-made tan leather case, lettered in gilt.
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The panorama procession illustrates race-goers as they travel, or in fact race to Epsom. Those at the back trudge
slowly, in the middle they make respectable progress, and those at the front charge at full pelt. Making their way on
horseback, in coaches, carriages, and carts, several, in their haste, meeting a variety of accidents, with those on foot
include itinerant traders and entertainers. The panorama concludes with the scene at Epsom where a horse race is
reaching its conclusion. The image lacks topographical landmarks, except at Epsom, and even there such detail is
kept to a minimum. The Abbey copy has a label inside the front cover with the title: ‘Epsom Races. - The Derby
Day…’ Abbey and Gee give the artist as Henry Alken. The paper for this copy is watermarked: ‘Whatman 1818’.
The price of the item is given on the label as 15s. coloured, 10s.6d plain.

Siltzer, p.58; Abbey, Life, 472.

29 [FIELD, George]. CHROMATICS, OR, AN ESSAY ON THE ANALOGY AND HARMONY
OF COLOURS London: Printed for the Author, by A.J. Valpy, Tooke’s Court, Chancery Lane; and sold
by Mr. Newman, Soho Square. 1817. £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION, ONE OF 250 COPIES. 4to, pp. viii, 57 [1] blank, [2] advertisement; 20 hand-coloured examples including
5 on engraved plates and 15 further examples in the text; original brown ribbed cloth, the upper cover blocked in blind and lettered in
gilt, worn at extremities.

By far the most comprehensive and influential treatises on colour were written by the English colourmaker and
philosopher, George Field. His first essay, Chromatics, based on discussions held at the Royal Academy from 1811,
drew direct analogy between music and colour, which he later extended to all branches of knowledge in a scheme of
universal analogy’ (Bicknall & Munro p. 92).

‘In the Chromatics we find a
number of colour ‘chords’ and a
diagram setting the colour
spectrum against the basic
octave. This line of thinking was
not, of course original. Field
mentions the writings of
Benjamin Stillingfleet of 1811
edited by W. Coxe; that volume
contained colour/sound scales
in diagram form. It is a line of
thought going back to Ramaeu
and further beyond still. The
numerical system had been
applied by Mary Gartside; An
Essay on Light and Shade etc.
(1805) includes, amongst pages
of coloured ‘blots’ used (like the
blots of Alexander Cozens) as
an aid to composition, “an order
of colours in the point of
illumination” (she also proposed
what I think may be the first

colour sphere)’ (Brett p. 340).

Similarly Field seems to have taken up Gartside’s ‘blots’ for the plates in his work. They are coloured in a similar,
though a more geometric design, using a pattern of triangular spaces forming a star shape within a rainbow circle,
each triangle with a shaded colour which blend into each other.

The work was produced in an apparently small edition, some confusion abounds about the number of colour plates,
this is often stated as six in number but the work contains five engraved plates and a typeset illustration on p. 32 of
the ‘Analogous scale of sound and colours’ the verso of which [p.34] is blank. This looks like a plate but is part of
the paginated sequence. The binding of this copy is original cloth and dates from the early 1830s and was probably
one of the last batch of copies to be sold. A second edition appeared almost 30 years later after this first edition.

Peter Bicknell and Jane Munro. Gilpin to Ruskin: Drawing Masters and Their Manuals, 1800-1860., 1988.; D. Brett,
The Aesthetical Science: George Field and the science of beauty, in Art history, 9:3 (1986 September).
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30 FIELD, George. CHROMATOGRAPHY OR, A TREATISE ON COLOURS AND
PIGMENTS and of their Power in Painting, &c. London: Charles Tilt, Fleet Street. Sold by Booksellers,
Printsellers, and Artists’ Colourmen. 1835. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. xix, [1] blank, 276; hand-coloured engraved frontispiece; two leaves loose; uncut in original green
cloth, spine titled in gilt, repaired at foot; green and gold lettered printed booklable of British banker, poet and Liberal politician
William Henry Leatham and his wife Pricilla.

The culmination of Field’s many years of colour experiments and
manufacture.

‘In [this work] Field’s main concern is with establishing ‘a metrical
standard of colour’, (p. xii) and with the need to improve the range
and purity of pigments available to the artist. Although not a drawing
manual in the strictest sense (he advised students to consult John
Burnett and J. D. Harding among others for instruction in the
application of colour), Chromatography contains a wealth of information
on the powers and effects of individual colours, on vehicles, varnishes
and grounds, and on picture cleaning and restoration. Like Francis
Nicholson he was a pioneer of the permanency of colour, and
advocated cautious use of the new range of chemically based pigments
whose durability had yet to be proven. As is evident from the many
artists who subscribed to the treatise, among whom were Thomas
Creswick, Cornelius Varley, Sir David Wilkie, Clarkson Stanfield,
Constable and Turner, his discoveries were of considerable interest to
the artistic community. Chapter 2, ‘On the Expression of colour’,
gives an account of the relationship between colour and moods or
states of mind: redness, for example denoting ‘anger and the ardent
passions’, or ‘the blush of bashfulness or shame’, (p. 13) white, ‘by
moral analogy, innocence and purity’. These are supported by
quotations from literature, to uphold the association: yellow’s signification of jealousy is supported by Shakespeare’s
‘cynosure of jaundiced eye’, but, according to Field’s interpretation of the same author, could equally imply
irritation: “Here he will come to her in yellow stockings, And ‘tis a colour she abhors, (p. 75)” (Bicknall & Munro p.
92).

Peter Bicknell and Jane Munro. Gilpin to Ruskin: Drawing Masters and Their Manuals, 1800-1860, 1988.

31 [FIELD, George]. CHROMATICS, OR, THE
ANALOGY, HARMONY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
COLOURS… A New Edition, Augmented. London: David
Bogue, Fleet Street. M.DCCC.XLV. [1845].                         £ 450

SECOND EDITION. 8vo, pp.xviii, 263, [1] blank; 11 engraved plates including
one paginated, of which 7 hand coloured, also text illustration, a few hand coloured;
modern green and black half cloth.

‘The 1845 edition of his Chromatics goes back to his first edition of
1817, but it replaces the hand-painted illustrations with aquatints and
stenciled color over aquatint, some of them with the assistance of the
noted printmaker David Lucas, and it refers to recent writings of many
contemporaries, including Hay and Owen Jones. Field had inherited
from the late eighteenth century the two common forms of color
schemes, the circle and the triangle. Each shape permitted a continuous
zone of color around a center, so that the primaries could be
symmetrically disposed with the secondaries between them, and with
complementaries (red-green, yellow-purple, blue-orange) opposite one
another, while light/dark could be shown in lateral progression from
the center outward. Field combines the two in very beautiful plates
which show two triangles (the three primaries and the three
secondaries) overlapping a common central circle and surrounded by
large rings of the three primaries, the whole superimposed over
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figurative landscapes suitable to the particular color scheme being presented. A musical clef is part of their
presentation, for Field insists upon the interrelationships of music, color, and geometry which reflect, he tells us, “a
universal archetype,” the underlying harmony of the universe. He follows Goethe rather than Newton in the
mistaken notion that color originates in black and white, partly because this belief was more congenial to those
concerned with symbolism and spiritual values (for whom Newton had long seemed the antichrist), and has the
charming idea that positive and negative electricity are parallel to light and shade, as are the active chemical elements
of pigments compared to the passive ones.’ (Birren p. 17-18)

Birren see The Yale University Library Gazette Vol. 49, No. 1, July 1974.

34 GREENWOOD, Christopher & John. [ATLAS OF THE COUNTIES OF ENGLAND, FROM
ACTUAL SURVEYS MADE FROM THE YEARS 1817 TO 1833]. London, Greenwood & Co. 1st
April 1834. £ 5,500

46 engraved regional and county maps with vignettes, each hand coloured in wash and outline mounted on 45 linen sheets with marbled
paper covers and folding down to 245 × 165mm; housed in four contemporary green cloth boxes with paper labels; printed label on the
verso of most maps of ‘J.W. Woollgar, Lewes, Sussex’ a local historian.

‘Charles and James Greenwood were the most ambitious of the later map-makers. They published a beautifully
engraved Atlas of the Counties of England mostly from their own surveys. Each map is embellished with a large
vignette of a notable building in the country. Some were issued uncoloured, but the finest examples were printed in
colour, and make extremely handsome maps.’ Tooley, Maps and Mapmakers p.71.

The atlas consisted of forty-two maps of England with four maps of Wales. Bucks, Cambridge, Hereford, Hertford,
Norfolk, and Oxford Greenwood apparently did not survey. The maps were each reduced from the larger county
maps and issued in four parts between 1829 and 1834. The map and vignette of Rutland is here mounted on the
verso of the Leicestershire and that of Huntingdon is dated January 26th 1831.

Apparently after the atlas was issued sets were provided as folding sheets, as here, or singly - this copy has clearly
never been mounted or folded for an atlas format prior to mounting on linen, the map of Essex possibly from
another set.

Chubb CCCCLVIIIb.

35 GUICHARD, Édouard. L’HARMONIE DES COULEURS. Paris: Ad Goubaud et Fils, Editeurs,
3 rue du Quatre-Septembre, (1880). £ 1,850
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FIRST EDITION. Large 4to (35.2 x 26.5 cm), pp. [viii], [2], [2], [2], 8; and 166 hand coloured and lithograph plates
including 5 double page plates, some sporadic foxing and blotching to some plates as usual; original grey cloth, lettered in black,
somewhat shaken with wear on spine. Bookplate Vincent Galloway (1894–1977), artist and curator Ferens Art Gallery, Hull.

A formidable decorators guide with superb colour plates
many hand-painted and mounted on lithograph sheets
with accompanying text.

Édouard Guichard (1815-?) leaves his introduction to the
pen of Robert Hyenne apparently one and the same as
the translator of a work on Californian bandits and the
travels of Garibaldi. Hyenne introduces the work of
Guichard by explaining his application of Chevreul’s
‘scientific discoveries for use in practical house
decoration. With some dexterity 1,296 combinations of
colour have been achieved and that the colours are ‘fixant
sur le papier, conserver àchaque teinte sa note exact’
(p.viii). The influence of Chevreul was not just on
decoration but in the 1880s the neo-impressionism of
George Seurat, Paul Signac and Camille Pisarro were also
heavily influenced by a ‘scientific’ technique based on the
colours of nature into the colours of the spectrum applied
to painting on canvas by dots of unmixed pigments.

The work then divides into four sections the first
containing wall decoration with great hefts of gilt
embroidered fabric with gilt trim as separators of the
individual colours. The second section, with an
introduction by the author is on ‘Harmonie de contraste
de nuance’ and consists of five parallel bands of colour.
The third section ‘Aux oeuvres de la statuaire et de ceux
appropriés aux tapisseries murales’ contains illustration of
applied decorative panels . The last section with an
explanatory text printed on yellow and green paper

provides the differences that can be produced with contrasting colours both in daylight and artificial light. This
section contributes a more scientific approach and includes such bizarre contrasts of different text on background
colours that is now more associated with the work of Russian artist of the 1920s.

36 GUICHARD, Édouard. DIE
HARMONIE DER FARBEN 1300
Zusammenstellungen von
Farbenverbindungen für die Kunst-
Industrie, für dekorative
Zimmerausstattungen, Kostüme und
Toilette…Autoristste deutsche ausgabe.
mit deutschem text von Dr. G. Krebs.
Frankfurt: Verlag on Wilhelm Rommel.
1882.                                             £ 1,500

FIRST GERMAN EDITION. Large 4to
(35.2 x 26.5 cm), pp. [viii], [2], [2], [2]; and 166
hand coloured and lithograph plates including 5 double
page plates, some sporadic foxing and blotching to some
plates as usual; loose in original green cloth portfolio,
upper cover panelled and lettered in gilt,

Uncommon German edition of this
formidable decorators guide.
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37 GUILLEMIN, Amédée-Victor. LA LUMIÈRE ET LES COULEURS: Ouvrage illustré de 71
figures gravées sur bois. Paris: Librairie Hachette et Cie. 79, Boulevard Saint-Germain 1874. £ 85

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 302, [2]; wood engraved illustrations; original decorated wrappers, loose, the upper cover with a
colour wheel illustration.

Guillemin’s well illustrated work formed a volume of Hachette’s Petit Encyclopédie Populaire which provided
scientifically sound and accessible writings to a middle-class readership.

DEDICATION BY JOHNSON

38 GWYNN, John. LONDON AND
WESTMINSTER IMPROVED, ILLUSTRATED BY
PLANS. To which is prefix’d, A Discourse on Publick
Magnificence; with Observations on the State of Arts and
Artists in this Kingdom, wherein the Study of Polite Arts
is recommended as necessary to a liberal Education:
concluded by some Proposals relative to Places not laid
down in the Plans,  London, printed for the author, 1766.
                                                                                 £ 950

FIRST EDITION, ONE OF THE RARE COPIES WITH THE

ENGRAVING HAND COLOURED. 4to, pp. xv, 132, four engraved
and contemporarily hand-coloured folding plans; some browning to the first
few leaves; contemporary calf, skilfully rebacked, spine with red label
lettered in gilt.

‘One of the most remarkable books ever written about the
planning and architecture of London’ (Summerson, Georgian
London, p. 62), the prophetic London and Westminster Improved,
with the dedication written by Gwynn’s friend Samuel Johnson,
also represents ‘the climax of a vigorous campaign to raise the
reputation of English artists by establishing a national academy
for the nurture of national talent and by promoting the
advancement of grandeur and elegance in public buildings’
(Harris, p. 214). Gwynn was instrumental in, and founding
member of, the Royal Academy.

Hazen, pp. 38-40; Tinker 1351; Harris 276.

39 HASSELL, John. TOUR OF THE GRAND JUNCTION, ILLUSTRATED IN A SERIES OF
ENGRAVINGS with an Historical and Topographical Description of those parts of the
Counties…Through which the Canal passes, London: J. Hassall, 1819. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 147, [i] blank, [4] index and ‘Directions for placing the cuts’; 24 coloured aquatint plates, (some
occasional offsetting); uncut in modern red straight-grained morocco, with wide gilt tooled border, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, top

edge gilt by Bayntun, Bath.

‘A book of considerable interest…with still better
plates.’ A celebration of the Grand Union Canal,
dedicated to the Proprietors, and a clever attempt
to incorporate a commercial concern into the
definition of ‘landscape’ and the Picturesque.

John Hassell (1767-1825), was both watercolour
painter and engraver, was born in Whitechapel,
Stepney. He exhibited twenty paintings at the Royal
Academy between 1789 and 1819, that including
many scenes of waterfalls, castles, and salmon leaps
in Wales, and of houses and cities, including a view
of the city of Bath. He is best remembered today
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for the a number of delightful guidebooks, illustrated aquatint from his own drawings.

Abbey, Scenery, 30; Tooley 252.

40 HAVELL, Robert. …COSTA SCENA, OR A CRUISE ALONG THE SOUTHERN COAST OF
KENT the drawing taken from Nature by Robt. Havell, Junr. London: Published March, 1823. £ 12,500

Strip panorama engraved in aquatint and hand coloured, in a cylindrical treen case, consisting of seven sheets all conjoined, measuring 82
x 5,480 mm overall, including the publisher’s label at extreme right. the treen case carries a design in black and gold consisting of
Britannia, her shield carrying a roundel portrait of George IV, accompanied by Neptune holding a trident, riding in a shell drawn by
two horses with tails, which is driven by a putto, a patterned stay is attached to the extreme right edge of the panorama.

Havell’s panorama, dedicated to George IV, simultaneously celebrates the Northern Excursion - George’s state visit
to Scotland - and the delights of steam boat travel, at this date still novel. The scene is that on 23 Aug. 1822 when
the king embarked at Greenwich. The royal procession advances down river, the king on board the ‘Royal George’,
towed by the ‘Comet’ steam-boat (ref. 5). The Lord Mayor’s barge is shown near Woolwich towed by the
‘Sovereign’ steam boat (ref. 76). We pass by Belvedere (ref. 11), Greenhithe (ref. 14), Northfleet (ref. 16), and
Gravesend (ref. 17) where we see the ‘Flamer’ gun-brig, awaiting the King’s arrival. Near Sheerness (ref. 23) we note
the royal yachts, the ‘Sovereign’ and the ‘Regent’ with a frigate and two gun-brigs. Here ‘we take our leave of His
Majesty, with whom we imagine ourselves to have been sailing since we left Greenwich, [and wishing] the Royal
Party to a safe and pleasant voyage, we take our leave and pursue the coast.’ We pass the Isle of Sheppy (ref. 27),
Whitstable (ref. 31), Margate (ref. 35), and Broadstairs (ref. 39). The yacht of Sir William Curtis M.P. (ref. 42) is
shown steering for Ramsgate Harbour. In fact Curtis had accompanied George IV to Scotland, exciting much
merriment by wearing a kilt. We observe the wreck of an Indiaman (ref. 53), ‘an object but too frequently to be
contemplated in the North Seas’, and then cross the Channel from Dover in a fierce storm. A battered frigate (ref.
60) loses its main top mast. The steam boat in which we travel, however, reaches Calais (ref. 62) ‘in perfect safety.’

For a full account of George’s Northern Excursion see John Prebble, The King’s Jaunt (Edinburgh: Birlinn 2000).
The Thames part of the story is described on pp.156-164.

Abbey, Life 490; Prideaux p. 339.

41 HAY, David Ramsay. THE PRINCIPLES OF BEAUTY IN COLOURING SYSTEMATIZED.
Edinburgh and London, William Blackwood and Sons, 1845. £ 500

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [4], iv, 72, [8] ‘Works by D.R. Hay’; 14 plates with mounted painted paper trapezoids (13 plates
with 6 coloured specimens, and one with 8) and letterpress; plate XII in chromolithograph; original brown cloth, spine blocked with gilt
lettering.

An interestingly written and produced work on colour theory and the colour schemes in art and decoration, written
by the Edinburgh decorative painter and prolific writer on art David Ramsay Hay (1798–1866).

‘His theories reflect a curious admixture of influences, ranging from Scottish common-sense philosophy to
phrenology, and demonstrating a close proximity to the ideas of George Field, probably the most widely read
authority on colour in nineteenth-century Britain and author of the theory of chromatic equivalents, which
established specific mathematical proportions for defining colours. Both Field’s and Hay’s theories were adopted in
the 1850s by the Department of Science and Art at South Kensington, and continued to be taught in the British
system of government-supported schools of art well into the 1880s, gaining currency through their incorporation
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into the works of art-educational authorities such as Richard Redgrave and
Owen Jones. Despite his evident debt to Field, it would be wrong to dismiss
Hay as a mere follower of the latter. Picking up on Field’s ideas of
quantitative analogies between music and colour, Hay developed this
principle into a complex system of so-called ‘harmonic ratios’ which
supposedly permeated all forms of natural and man-made beauty and which
he expounded in great detail in his Principles of Beauty in Colouring Systematized
(1845). Most of Hay’s works were illustrated from his own designs. Although
most of his ideas are completely discredited today and dismissed as pseudo-
science, Hay’s influence in his own time was extensive’ (Oxford DNB).

The work was issued originally in vellum-coloured cloth, possibly to impress
prospective clients, and sold for one guinea. Hay admitted in A catalogue
raisonné of the works of D.R. Hay published in 1849 that the work failed to sell
at that price and hoped a second edition at 15s would sell better. This copy
appears to be in a remainder binding and was possibly bound in the 1870s.

42 HAY, David Ramsay. A NOMENCLATURE OF COLOURS,
HUES, TINTS AND SHADES, applicable to the Arts and Natural
Sciences; to Manufactures and other purposes of general utility.
Edinburgh and London, William Blackwood and Sons, 1845.          £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. iv, 72, [8] ‘Works by D.R. Hay’; 40 plates each with 6
mounted painted paper triangles; spotting to text, and some oxidization of colour samples, as
usual; original black cloth, rebacked and recased. spine lettered in gilt.

Hay was influenced by Goethe, Field and Syme and although his work is but
little regarded today it had a surprising influence on contemporary art and
science. The 240 colour samples are arranged according to aesthetic criteria and
it is from Hay’s examples that we can see the underlying choice of colour
combinations in Victorian interiors that we today sometimes find so awkward or
difficult to understand.

James Clerk Maxwell is one who was influenced by these works and is known to
have adapted the terms ‘shade’, ‘hue’ and ‘tint’ from Hay’s when writing on
Colour and Colour blindness (see The Scientific Letters and Papers of James Clerk
Maxwell: 1846-1862 CUP 1990, Vol. 1 p. 269).

43 HAY, David Ramsay. THE LAWS OF HARMONIOUS COLOURING, ADAPTED TO
INTERIOR DECORATIONS, &c. TO WHICH IS ADDED, AN ATTEMPT TO DEFINE
ÆSTHETICAL TASTE. London: W.S. Orr and Co. Edinburgh: Fraser and Co. M.DCCC.XLIV 1844.

£ 250

FIFTH EDITION. 8vo, pp. 103, [1], 10 advertisements; 5 hand coloured plates and 3 line
engravings of proportions; original brown cloth with border in blind; spine border.

First published in 1826, Hay’s Laws were to run to six editions, each being
extensively re-written and updated with new material.

John Claudious Loudon in his An Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture
and Furniture London, 1846 was full of praise for Hay’s practical work. ‘After
consulting all the works that are considered the most valuable on the subject of
house and ornamental painting, we think that by far the best, and indeed the only
one that embraces principles, is a small work entitled the Laws of Harmonious
Colouring, &c., by Mr. D. Hay, House Painter, Edinburgh …We strongly
recommend Mr. Hay’s work to every painter who aims at excellence in his
profession, and to every amateur who wishes to judge for himself.’

Today Hay’s theories are somewhat discredited, however in his own time he was
well respected and helped inspire fellow Scot James Clark-Maxwell’s researches into
Young’s three-receptor theory of colour vision.
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44 HEDGELAND, John Pike and Davies GILBERT. A DESCRIPTION, ACCOMPANIED BY
SIXTEEN COLOURED PLATES, OF THE SPLENDID DECORATIONS RECENTLY MADE TO
THE CHURCH OF ST. NEOT, IN CORNWALL, at the sole expense of the Reverend Richard Gerveys
Grylls by J. P. Hedgeland. To which are prefixed, some collections and translations respecting St. Neot,
and the former state of his church, by Davies Gilbert London: Printed for J.P. Hedgeland, 16 Claremont
Place, Brunswick Square. 1830. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [iv], 67 [1] imprint; 16 hand coloured engraved plates; uncut in modern two tone cloth, spine lettered
in gilt.

The present church of St Neot’s is of the fifteenth century and was
glazed towards the end of that century and during the first half of
the sixteenth. There are fifteen windows with remains of ancient
glass and unusually this had survived fairly intact when in 1825
Hedgeland was employed to carry out repairs.

Although not done to exacting standards the work was at least
carried out a sympathetic manner, well above the standards
expected of the early nineteenth century. Hedgeland (1791-1873), a
London architect turned stained glass artist, brought out this
sumptuously illustrated publication on the windows and the history
of the church soon after the he had completed his repairs.

Of the windows four are narrative, the oldest, the Creation window,
is the only one with five lights. It has pictures in three rows. The
Noah window is next to it with two rows of three pictures. The
other two depict the legends of St. George and St. Neot in twelve
scenes each with the remaining windows are of single figures under
canopies.

See P. M. Bourke The Treatment of Myth and Legend in the Windows of St. Neot’s, Cornwall in Folklore, Vol. 97, No. 1
(1986), pp. 63-69 for a full history of thes important windows.

OCLC records copies at the in the UK at V&A, Oxford, Cambridge and Corp. of London Library and in the US at
California, Michigan, Columbia University and Rakow Library.

45 HENRY, Élisa-Victorine. LE CHARME, suite de compositions gracienses. Lithographiees par
Régnier et britannier d’apers Mlle Élise Henry. Paris: Gache, rue de la Victoire 66. London and London:
Gambart, Junin & Co. 25 Berners St Oxf. St. Imp. Lemercier á Paris 1845. £ 1,850

Large folio, [510 × 370 mm.] six hand coloured lithograph plates, finished by hand in gum arabic by Regnier & Bettanier, each plate
enclosed in an ornate blue and silver chromolithographic border, with
publisher’s line below; original pale green glazed boards with title printed
in gilt, brown and blue within elaborate copper-lustre border.

An excellent copy of a virtually unknown work by the
French/Russian artist Elisa-Victorine Henry.

Each plate depicts an oval hand-coloured lithographic scene
of two young, richly costumed ladies historically dressed and
musing together, or exchanging mute or intimate confidences.
The eroticism of the plates may have been too much for the
buying public both in Paris and London and could account
for great rarity of the volume and the few press notices given
over to advertising the publication. Gambart, Junin & Co. had
only just established themselves in London in 1845 and this
volume was probably one of the first products they attempted
to market.

Little, if anything, is known of the artist, Elisa-Victorine
Henry, except that she was Moscow born, of the French
School, and her paintings of historical and genre scenes
mainly date from around 1825.    Colas 1429.
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46 HOFLAND, Barbara & Thomas Christopher HOFLAND. A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
OF THE MANSION AND GARDENS OF WHITE-KNIGHTS A Seat of His Grace the Duke of
Marlborough. By Mrs. Hofland. Illustrated with twenty-three engravings, from pictures taken on the spot
by T.C. Hofland London: Printed for his Grace the Duke of Marlborough, by W. Wilson, Greville-Street,
Hatton Gardens. [1819]. £ 2,000

Folio, [450 × 340mm] pp. [viii], 151, [1] blank; 23 engraved plates including 8 aquatints on India paper, all hand coloured; uncut
in original half-vellum over buff boards, some repairs to spine.

Blandford proceeded, over a period of twenty-one years, to transform Whiteknights into a fairy-tale garden filled
with choice and rare plants. Although little of this garden remains today, the site is now the home of the University
of Reading, we have this worka remarkable account of its features and plant collection.

‘In 1816 the novelist Barbara Hofland (the widow
of T. Bradshaw Hoole, and daughter of Robert
Wreaks) and her second husband Thomas
Christopher Hofland moved to Twickenham,
partly to escape the scandal of an illegitimate son,
fathered by Thomas. In the same year they were
commissioned by the Marquis of Blandford to
write a description of his new country house,
Whiteknights near Reading in Berkshire. The
Marquis had spent much of his fortune on its
garden and library, and wanted a grand and lasting
record of his seat. However, by the time the book
was ready the Marquis, now the Duke of
Marlborough, was near to bankruptcy, and the
Hoflands received no remuneration for the work.
A letter in the Soane Museum Library, from
Thomas Hofland to Sir John Soane, dated 13 June

1818, states that 150 copies were to be issued in August at five guineas, and that the Hoflands were to receive 50
copies. A second letter, dated 10 April 1819, notes that the book was due to be completed in about a further two
months … The only methods available for the Hoflands to recoup some of their losses, were for them to sell the 50
copies of the book which they had been given, and to re-use the plates for other works; around 1830 Thomas
published Fourteen views of the mansion and garden seats of White-Knights (London: T.C. Hofland), using some of the
plates originally engraved for the 1819 work, and in 1846 the engravings appeared again in Specimens of garden
decorations and oriental scenery, appropriate to pleasure grounds.’ (BAL)

Abbey Scenery 425; Early printed books, 1478-1840: catalogue of the British Architectural Library Early Imprints Collection
1526; Tooley 268.

RESORTING TO BATH

47 IBBETSON, Julius Caesar, John LAPORTE, and J. HASSELL. A PICTURESQUE GUIDE
TO BATH, BRISTOL HOT-WELLS, THE RIVER AVON, AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRY;
illustrated with a set of views, taken in the summer of 1792 by Mess. Ibbetson, Laporte & J. Hassell; and

engraved in Aquatint. London: Hookham
and Carpenter, 1793.            £ 1,750

LARGE PAPER COPY 4to, pp. [iv], 266, [2], with
16 aquatint plates with fine contemporary hand-
colouring; contemporary half russia with a flat spine
lettered in gilt, some minor chipping to extremities and
upper hinge cracked; with early ownership on title of
‘Thos Howell’ and an unusually colourful heraldic
bookplate of Edward Mash Browell.

This finely produced guide to fashionable Bath
‘contains sixteen hand-coloured aquatints of
much merit’ (Martin-Hardie). All sixteen of the
plates were aquatinted by Hassell, fourteen
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being taken from his own drawings with one after Laporte and another after Ibbotson. In a further eight drawings
Ibbetson also inserted the figures into the landscapes.

Although not credited the text is very probably also by Ibbertson, he describes a journey from London and with
some flair he details the chief places of interest in and about Bath.

Abbey, Scenery, 38; Prideaux, p. 339, Martin-Hardie, p.140, Toovey 277.

48 LACOUTURE, Charles. RÉPERTOIRE CHROMATIQUE. Solution raisonnée et pratique des
problèmes les plus usuels dans l’étude et l’emploi des couleurs. Vingt-neuf tableaux en chromo,
représentant 952 teintes différentes et défines, groupées en plus de 600 gammes typiques. Paris: Gauthier-
Villars et Fils, Imprimeurs-Libraires de Bureau des Longitudes, de l’École Polytechnique … 1890. £ 650

FIRST AND ONLY EDITION. Large 4to, pp. xii, 144, [4]; with chromolithograph frontispiece 28 chromolithograph plates
[numbered I, I bis.II-XXVIII], transparent printed overlay to each plate and separate accompanying printed card screen; uncut and
partly unopened in modern red morroco backed cloth, spine lettered in gilt and preserving original printed buff wrappers, head of spine
cracked but holding, minor tears to edges; a fine copy; inscribed from the author to W. Berthold possible the German botanist Gottfried
Wilhelm Dietrich Berthold (1854-1937).

First and only edition of this scarce and beautifully printed work, dedicated to the memory of Chevreul. In this
expensively produced work, Lacouture hoped to build upon and simplify Chevreuls pioneering study of colours, in

order to make this important area of science more accessible
to artists and industries alike.

Although Chevreul’s treatise had itself grown out of his role at
the Gobelin tapestry works, where he had been hired to
improve the colour intensity and fastness in wool, Lacouture
felt that his nomenclature had, as yet, failed to come into
widespread general use. The text is divided into four sections,
discussing the nomenclature, the theory and laws of the
chromatic scale, typical representations of the chromatic
scheme and finally various applications for all walks of life.
The accompanying atlas is composed of 29 plates depicting
952 different colour tints and hues, and is itself divided into
five sections. The first section contains two plates, the first, a
duplicate of which provides the frontispiece, depicts the ‘Rose
synoptique des nuances et de leurs divers tons’. The
transparent overlay contained in the work should be used in
conjunction with this plate. Section two covers the
‘Combinaisons de chacune des douze principales couleurs
avec le blanc et le moir’ with the third section dealing with the
‘Combinaisons de couleurs voisines’. Section four is
‘Combinaisons des couleurs les plus distantes (ou primitive)
entre elles, with the final fifth section ‘Combinaisons avec le
noir des nuances dérivées de la troisième section’. The work
also includes a cardboard screen with an eye-hole in the
middle intended to aid the use of the various chromatic tables.

49 LANDI, Gaetano. ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS: A periodical work of original designs
invented from the Egyptian, the Greek, the Roman, the Etruscan, the Attic, the Gothic &c. For exterior
and interior decoration of galleries, halls, apartments & c either in painting or relief and whatever relates to
furniture, as vases, tripods, cassolettes, lustres, chandeliers, pier & other glasses, chimnies, mantlepieces,
bronzes, tables, secretaires, chairs, seats, screens, beds, sofas, curtains, draperies, carpets, stoves, hardware,
jewellery, clocks, &c. &c, &c. Drawn by and under the direction of Landi … Dedicated by permission to
the most noble the Marquis of Douglas & Clydesdale. London: Publ. Jan. 1 1810, by the Proprietor G.
Landi, and sold by Thos. King Jun. Bookseller, No. 1 St James St. & by all the Principal Printsellers. 1810.

£ 8,500

Folio [540 x 380mm], engraved title, 24 hand-coloured engraved and aquatint plates by D’Argenzio after Landi on John Whatman
paper, numbered numbered [1]-6, [1]-6, 13-18, and 6 unnumbered; the title and first 6 plates with edge chips and soiling and plate 16
with a long tear; disbound.
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A very rare series of unusual room designs in the Greek, Egyptian, Gothic, and Roman styles, each represented by
six plates.

Each six plate section contains a room view ‘Large Grecian Saloon’ ‘Grand Egyptian Hall’ ‘Gothic Saloon’ ‘Roman
Drawing Room’ with supporting series of plates of details, furniture and decorative features.

Landi probably had an eye to capitalize on the marriage of the dedicatee Alexander Douglas-Hamilton, Marquis of
Douglas & Clydesdale who in 1810 married Susan the daughter of the ‘richest commoner in England’ William
Beckford. Known as a dandy and the proudest man in England, Hamilton was from 1806-1808 ambassador to St
Petersburg and through correspondence with Sir Hans Sloane, we know that Landi intended to go to Russia at the
end of 1810 with Colvin, stating that he was in financial trouble.

Architectural Decorations may indeed have been something of a ruse to solicit help from Hamilton. The Marquis,
whilst in St Petersburg was bound to have met with Colin Cameron the great Scottish architect who made his

illustrious career at the court of Catherine II
of Russia. That Cameron had recently retired
may have had something to do with Landi’s
hope for some kind of preferment in Russia,
at all events he seems to have disappeared
from London that year and his work was
never quite completed. It is not surprizing
therefore that the dedication copy is to be
found up for auction in the final portion of
the Hamilton Palace Library sale of 1884 [lot
1145 for £2 18s].

It is not clear what constitutes a complete
copy of this work; the title mentions the
Etruscan and Attic manner, neither of which
are represented in any known copy but as the
dedication copy has ‘31 coloured plates’ [i.e.
title and 30 plates] we can be pretty sure this
was the sum total of the publication as issued.
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The work appears to have been originally issued
in parts from Jan. 1810, and priced, if not
necessarily sold, for 10 guineas. In some copies
of the issued work Landi gives his address at the
Sablonière Hotel, Leicester Square run by a
fellow Italian, Baptist Pagliano. Landi describes
himself as a Professor of the University of
Bologna, although he may well have been
involved in theatrical design, and this could also
account for the theatricality of the plates. The
final section, not present in this copy included a
series of Chinese designs. A pencil amendment
in the imprint giving King’s new address from
1815 as 125 High Holborn may show that the
plates were left with the bookseller. By 1829
Bohn was selling the title for two guineas
although he does not state the number of plates
or copies he had for sale.

Colvin p. 353; Brunet III, 811, Archer 449

50 McNEVIN, John. SOUVENIR OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION comprised in Six Authentic
Coloured Interiors after drawings by J. McNevin… in chromolithography by Messrs. Thomas Picken,
William Simpson, R.K. Thomas, and E. Walker. London: Ackermann and Co., 96 Strand [Day & Son,
Lithrs. to the Queen] December 31st, [1851]. £ 6,500

Folio [50 x 37 cm] printed upper wrapper and 6 chromolithographs finished in colours by hand; preserved in a modern blue cloth box,
the upper cover lettered in gilt.

These fine series of six plates were produced
at the height of Exhibition fever by the
elusive British American artist John McNevin.

The numbered views comprise:-

1. The British Department, viewed towards
the Transept. Chromolithographed by R.K.
Thomas. 2. The British Department, viewed
from the Transept. Chromolithographed by
W. Simpson. 3. The Foreign Department,
viewed towards the Transept.
Chromolithographed by T. Picken. 4. The
Foreign Department, Viewed from the
Transept. Chromolithographed by E. Walker.
5. The Transept from the Grand Entrance.
Chromolithographed by W. Simpson. 6. The
Transept towards the Grand Entrance.
Chromolithographed by W. Simpson.

John McNevin is a shadowy figure who
worked in watercolour and produced a number of topographic prints from the 1830s through to the 1860s. His
anonymity is also not helped by his name being spelt in various way - The Victoria & Albert Museum refer to
‘McNeven.’

He supplied a number of topographical views in the 1840s for Edward Twycross’ The Mansions of England and Wales
1846-1850 and had travelled to Naples in 1852 as his views of the eruption of Vesuvius that year where exhibited at
that Cyclorama in London during 1854. He emigrated to the United States sometime in the 1850s where he is
described as ‘An obscure historical painter and illustrator working in New York City in the 1850s.’ (Frémonthe) In
New York McNevin produced another body of work including wood engravings for Harper’s Weekly and covered
events of the American Civil War. The style of his work is quite distinctive and but to our knowledge no one has
identified the ‘two’ artist as one and the same person. See The Letters of Jessie Benton Frémont 1993 p.105.

Abbey Scenery 245.
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51 MANSION, Léon Larue. LETTRES SUR LA MINIATURE … A Paris, chez Louis Janet,
Libraire, et chez l’Auteur … Londres, R. Ackermann … M. Mayaud … 1823. £ 285

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. [ii], 244; with folding hand-coloured
frontispiece; lightly foxed throughout, due to paper stock; contemporary
morocco backed mottled boards, spine ruled and lettered in gilt.

Second edition, the year after the first, of this uncommon but
influential work by the French miniaturist André Léon Larue
(1785-1870), in which he describes in a series of letters the
principles of miniature painting.

Translated also into English and German, the work consists of
23 letters, which, in an almost novelistic style, explain the
difficulties inherent in miniature painting, the techniques
required, the dangers of wedding oneself to the style of a
particular painter, the uses of materials such as gum arabic, the
risks of polishing one’s work too soon, and a history of the

principal French miniaturists and their work.

Larue (often known as Mansion) was a pupil of Isabey and native of Nancy.

OCLC records four copies in North America, at Yale, Northern Illinois, the Getty and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art.

52 [MARIONETTE THEATRE]. LA GRANDE TROUPE DE DANSEURS Ballet à Grand
Spectacle Voltige, Pas Chinois, La Sabotière Représentation au Bénéfice de Polichinelle. [Paris: circa 1845-
50. £ 4,500

The toy theatre folding down into original decorated box (contents listed below); a few minor restorations to box.

A really fine toy theatre in superb condition.

This unconventional toy theatre represents a street performance with marionettes rather than the more usual stage
presentations, a form of entertainment most often found at fairs and circuses in the 1840s. In this, their earlier
manifestation the weight of each puppet was held on a single metal rod, as here, with the limbs operated by cords.
By the 1880s the rod had been dispensed with and a system of manipulation by chord alone had developed.

Little contemporary notice appears to have been taken in this form of entertainment and although marionette
theatres can be seen in the background of a few contemporary prints the subject appears not to have been studied
much before the end of the nineteenth century. This lack of interest possibly accounts for the rarity of this form of
toy and our inability to find any reference either to maker in contemporary advertisement.
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The combination of the commedia dell’arte, street entertainment and puppetry was a form of entertainment that
early and mid-nineteenth century was in transition. Possibly an increasing middle-class prosperity called for a

watered down, less violent story line, which in turn stimulated the
development of marionettes that could be sought for as family
entertainment. This was particularly the case in France where the
entertainment began to transform itself into distinct art form during
the Belle Époque.

The toy theatre includes a hand coloured lithograph proscenium
with decorated side wings; the centre surmount with gilt musical
instruments, the wings with flower urns above marbled panels and
gilt classical brackets; the proscenium and wings on a pediment, the
central section with a gilt acanthus frieze. To the left an organ
grinder and to the right a Polichinelle, with drum and cymbals; The
stage backdrop with a scene including a river with green curtained
sides. The audience partly seated behind a velvet topped barrier and
seven additional pieces including a tisane seller; three groups of
mothers and child; a young lady; a man in uniform; and a young boy;
The five marionettes each suspended on wires with metal movable
joints at the neck hips and knees. These including the figures of
Harlequin, Pierrot, Pierrette, Polichinellea, and Chinese figure with a
bell in each hand; folding down and contained in original box; the lid
with hand coloured lithograph title label of a two men on ladders

pasting a poster to a wall with Harlequin looking down and a prospective audience looking on. The legend at the
foot of the poster reading ‘On Commencera à 6 hres Précise.’

53 MAW & Co. PATTERNS. GEOMETRICAL AND ROMAN MOSAICS ENCAUSTIC TILE
PAVEMENTS AND ENAMELLED WALL DECORATIONS. Designed and arranged by M. Digby
Wyatt F.RIBA., G. Edmund Street F. RIBA., George Goldie A.RIBA., H.B. Garling F. RIBA., J.P. Seddon
F. RIBA. & others. Manufactured by Maw & Co. Benthal Works, Broseley, Salop. [London]: Leighton
Bros. [1866 but this copy circa 1880?]. £ 2,250

Folio, [370 × 270 mm] pp. 6; 33 chromolithograph plates numbered 15 to 56;
original brown cloth, upper cover overlaid with an elaborately decorated
chromolithograph sheet by Owen Jones; inscribed ‘A & W Reid, Elgin.’ on front
free endpaper

The work appears to be a continuation of Maw & Co’s Specimens of
Geometrical Mosaic and Encaustic Tile Pavements  4to., which contains 14
coloured plates and would neatly dovetail onto our copy starting from
plate 15. We have been unable to find another copy with the same title
although several of Maw’s catalogues would have evolved over time and
may indeed closely follow each other.

The company was formed in 1850 by the brothers George and Arthur
Maw who concentrated on the manufacture of floor tiles quickly
gaining a high reputation for their encaustic ‘Mock-Mediaeval’ tiles. By
the 1880s they had become one of the most influential and important
tile manufacturers, producing annually over 20 million tiles a year by the
end of the nineteenth century. As the title suggests they commissioned
work from the most important designers for their wares, a number of
the plates identifying tiles with names.

The ownership by the architects A. & W. Reid, Elgin,. would seem to
place the date sometime between the late 1870s and 1885. They were
certainly at this time involved in the renovation and building of a
number of churches for which Maw & Co.’s tiles where almost a
necessity.
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A PICTORIAL COMÉDIE HUMAINE  -  INDOORS.

54 MONNIER, Henry. SIX QUARTIERS DE PARIS [wrapper title]. Paris, Delpech, Que Voltaire,
N° 3, c.1827]. £ 875

Oblong 4to, six hand coloured plates lithographed by Delpech after Monnier; light marginal spotting, otherwise a fine copy with fresh
colouring; lithographic front wrapper with pictorial vignette preserved; a little browned; preserved in a modern cloth portfolio.

Clearly published as a companion piece to Eugene Lami’s work of the same title and format Six quartiers de Paris.
Monnier’s work mirrors the exterior views of Lami, with caricatures of the social life inside the buildings.

Monnier (1799-1800) grew up in the Parisian bourgeois world, ‘between 1825 and 1827 and passed much of his
time in London, where he collaborated with Lami in what was to become the Voyage en Angleterre. On his return to

Paris he embarked on a series of albums in which he
recorded the manners and humours of the city with
unprecedented profusion. Between 1826 and 1830 he
satisfied the insatiable demand for his designs with almost
500 lithographs, nearly all of which were drawn with a
pen and coloured by hand. For each design he himself
coloured a master print and carefully supervised its
subsequent preparation.’

‘Some of the salient titles in his human comedy may be
mentioned. There are potpourris like Recréations du coeur et
de l’esprit, Paris vivant, and Rencontres Parisiennes. Macedoine
pittoresque. There are more closely focussed surveys like
Les grisettes, Moeurs administrates, Galerie théâtrale, Boutiques de
Paris,and Six quartiers de Paris … to illustrations of the
work of others, he largely confined himself to the several
series which he made for Beranger’s poems.

Monnier was a satirist with a difference. His attitude towards his subjects hardly varies. His aim was to set down
what he saw with elegance and precision, but with no overt interpretation or judgment. His profound scepticism
kept him clear of beliefs and commitments, whether political or literary. Without denying his accuracy “No one has
depicted [the people of our time] more exactly, not even Balzac” …’ (Ray)

See Ray, I, p. 199; OCLC locates 3 copies, at the Bibliotheque National de France; Morgan Library (Ray’s copy) and
Brown University.

55 MORTON, George Highfield. THE HISTORY OF PAPER
HANGINGS with a review of other modes of Mural decoration. read
before the Architectural and Archaeological Society of Liverpool,
February the 10th, 1875 Liverpool: Published by G.H. Morton, 122,
London Road, printed at the Courier Works, Victoria Street,
Liverpool. 1875.                                                                          £ 150

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 45, [1] blank; original limp purple cloth, upper cover
with title in gilt.

Probably the first systematic historical enquiry into the history of wallpaper.

The work describes the history of Distempers, Painter Stainers, Flock, Block
Paper Hanging, manufacturing processes and Machine Paper Hanging, a
chapter on Liverpool Paper Stainers. Morton (1826-1900) is today known as
the ‘the father of geology in Liverpool’ through his intense interest in ‘a
subject of engrossing interest, something worth living for.’ [ODNB]. It was
in 1849 that he set up business as a paper hanger, from this personal
experience he was led to write the present work in the same diligent manner
as he applied to his collection of fossils.

Uncommon: OCLC listing copies at 8 locations including, British Library,
V&A, Cambridge, Trinity Col. Dublin, Smithsonian, Winterthur, Athenaeum
Philadelphia and Boston.
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56 [MOTOR CAR]. PANHARD & LEVASSOR.  Paris, 19 Avenue d’Ivry, 1914. £ 1,650

Oblong folio [330 × 460mm.], title and coloured plates, and a plate of chassis and engine blocks; original blind-stamped cream boards
upper cover with gilt metal company logo; damp-staining but not affecting plates.

A beautiful series of prints illustrating pre-
First War motor cars.

The six prints of depict:-  1) Coupé 4 pl.
Coduite Intre. 2) Deux Baquets  3) Coupé de
Avant Torpedo  4) Torpedo  5) Limousine.
6) Double Coupé Conduite Intre.  7) Skif
Torpedo

Panhard et Levassor was established as a car
manufacturing concern in about 1890 by
René Panhard and Emile Levassor, who had
decided to move from making woodworking
machines to automobiles. Their first car used
a Daimler engine and was offered in 1890.
They pioneered the ‘Systeme Panhard’,
which consisted of four wheels, a front-
mounted engine with rear wheel drive, and a
sliding-gear transmission, which was to
become the standard layout for automobiles
for most of the next century.

Arthur Krebs succeeded Levassor as Panhard-Levassor’s General Manager from 1897 to 1916, and turned the
Panhard-Levassor Company into one of the largest and most profitable manufacturer of automobiles before WWI.

57 MOXON, Charles. THE GRAINER’S GUIDE. Edinburgh, 1842. £ 3,250

FIRST EDITION. Folio [49 x 31 cm]. [2] title, 16; 21 mounted plates [of 22] including 16 hand-grained sheets, one with
adhering to blank divider due to bitumen; 3 lithograph sheets of graining patterns, one sheet with 16 samples of ‘Grounds for Wood’ and
one plate with 3 smaller samples of grinning. original green ribbed cloth, the upper cover with original; printed label; printed book label of
Purdie, Bonnar and Carfrae decorators , 77 George Street, Edinburgh.

A rare and carefully produced work prepared and illustrated by an
artisan grainer who became house painter to Queen Victoria.

The only records of this work are to be found in contemporary
reviews so the number of copies published may have been very
small considering the cost at £2 2s. The work may have also
suffered from the depredations of use for the plates would
necessarily have been copied by other grainers.

In J.C. Loudon The Gardener’s Magazine a review states that ‘The
author, we are happy to find, has opened an establishment in the
metropolis ([38] Bury Street, St. James’s [London]); and, when we
add that he has been for a number of years the principal assistant
of Mr. [David Ramsay] Hay of Edinburgh, his success may fairly
be anticipated.’ During April 1844 Moxon entered a number of
specimens to an Exhibition arranged for showing examples of
work suitable for the new Houses of Parliament which were
according to the The Morning Post for April 24, 1844, ‘especially
remarkably beautiful imitation marbles …’ but added deflatingly
that ‘we trust that no exhibition of imitative woods and marbles
will be seen in the costly palace now erecting.’

We do not know how long Moxon worked for Hay but it is
conceivable that he worked with him on the decorative scheme at
Sir Walter Scott’s Abbotsford. In his preface Moxon states that he
has ‘had practical experience at London and Edinburgh for
seventeen years’ which would place his trade as
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grainer back to 1825 the year after Hay commenced his last decorative scheme for Abbotsford. Here imitative
finishes were extensively used such as grinning and marbling, and textured paints to imitate brocade fabrics.

In his work Moxon gives detailed instruction on how to produce
each type of grain or marble. These deceptively simple instructions
would in practice require considerable skill in achieving the effects
so convincingly shown in his grained sheets. He cites Sir Joshua
Reynold’s Discourse, particularly the one shilling edition published
in 1840, which suggests the text was aimed at grainers even though
they could not afford the work themselves.

He also exhibited an example of his trade at the Great Exhibition
of 1851 in class 26: Furniture Upholstery and Paper Hangings were
his work is described as a ‘Decoration for a drawing room, being
imitations of inlaid marble panels, &c.’ His address was now at 33
High St. Marylebone although we are unsure how long he
remained in London as Moxon or possibly his sons, moved back
to Edinburgh around 1855/56 for this very exhibition piece was
presented to the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art (now the
National Museum of Scotland) by C. & J. Moxon, 63 George
Street, Edinburgh. The company now established back in
Edinburgh styled itself house painters to the Queen Victoria so
probably carried out work at both Balmoral and Holyrood but
certainly carry out work, as indeed did D.R. Hay, to provide paint
work for the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.

This copy belonged to Purdie, Bonnar and Carfrae who at No. 77
George Street were located almost equidistant between Hay’s
establishment at No. 90 and Moxon’s at No. 63. Bonnar was chief
decorator and Carfrae also worked for the Hay’s establishment

before setting up in business under their own names.

No other copy found in any collection or reference work excepting contemporary reviews. That much of Moxon's
own work or indeed much of any nineteenth century interior decoration has survived in anything less than
fragmentary or altered state gives the authors examples an added interest.

58 NICHOLSON, Peter and Michael Angelo. THE PRACTICAL CABINET MAKER,
Upholsterer, and Complete Decorator. With numerous illustrative engravings. London: H. Fischer and
Son, & Co. 38, Newgate Street, [1827]. £ 2,650

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 152, 12, errata slip tipped in at p. 11, with additional engraved title with vignette and 23 engraved
geometrical plates (irregularly numbered), and 81 decorative plates on 80 sheets (35 hand-coloured); engraved title on a stub,
typographical title a little frayed at lower outer corner; occasional very light spotting or foxing; modern diced calf, with gilt borders, green
morocco label lettered in gilt on spine, all edges blue; spine sunned.

First edition of this striking work by the noted
Scottish architect, designer and prolific author of
various practical works. The fine plates show the
latest fashions in furniture and details, including
room settings, curtains, and polishes.

The Scottish architectural writer and mathematician
Peter Nicholson (1765–1844) was, as the son of a
stonemason, initially largely self-taught. After a short
apprenticeship with a cabinetmaker and studying
mathematics on his own he went as a cabinetmaker
to London, where he was frequently asked for
technical advice by his colleagues, so that in
consequence he set up an evening school on Berwick
Street, Soho, and began to publish practical
handbooks in the 1790s. In 1799 he, his wife and
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son Michael Angelo settled in Glasgow, where he worked as an architect and writer. ‘Nicholson was probably the
most prolific communicator on the technical aspects of architecture in the first half of the nineteenth century and
his influence should not be underestimated. He wrote at least twenty-seven books and two collaborations, which all
went into many reprints and which were still being republished and updated by others well after his death …
Furthermore his was one of the leading intellects concerning technical architectural matters and remains to this day
essential reading on the period (Oxford DNB).

Abbey Life 41, Joy p. xix; OCLC: 6699332.

59 [ONWHYN, Thomas]. NOTHING TO WEAR. London: T. Onwhyn delt. Rock & Co. Novr.
30th 1858. £ 385

FIRST EDITION. Engraved panorama consisting of ten hand
coloured illustrations and measuring 14.5 × 148 cm., original blue cloth
backed glazed ochre covers, upper cover with illustrated title; lower cover
affected by damp but illustrations not affected

The front cover design and first section illustrate a man relaxing
in front of an open fire, contemplating the costs of being
married to a woman ‘with nothing to wear’. The rest of the
illustrations depict very expensively dressed ‘destitute’ young
ladies who insist that they have nothing to wear.

In 1859 Rock Brothers & Payne re-issued the illustrations as a
small book entitled Nothing to Wear: A Poem of Transatlantic Origin,
Now Especially Edited for the Ladies of England. In that version the
illustrations are presented as pages rather than as a panorama,
and the pages interlaced with a new poem on the same subject.

60 ORME, Edward [publisher and engraver]. BATTLES OF THE BRITISH ARMY, In Portugal,
Spain and France From the Year 1808 to 1814. Under the Command of England’s Great Captain Arthur
Duke of Wellington. London, Edward Orme, 1815. £ 2,250

13 circular hand-coloured aquatint views, each 65 mm diameter, titled with letterpress to the verso; contained within circular bronze
medallion style commemorative box, 75 mm. (3 inches) in diameter; bust portrait of Wellington turned to sinister on the upper lid with
the legend ‘Englands Great Captain Arthur Duke of Wellington’, engraved title pasted on the underside, bottom of box depicting
Victory beneath a tree, penning a ‘Record of British Valour’,
with a further copy of the engraved title label pasted to the
inside.

Extremely detailed and carefully executed memento
of the defence of Britain and the final victory
achieved by the British army against the French
troops under Napoleon. Edward Orme (1775–1848)
was the thirteenth son of a Manchester cotton
manufacturer who established himself as an artist and
printseller in London at 59 New Bond Street. In the
ODNB he is called ‘after Rudolph Ackermann, the
most important publisher of illustrated books during
the short golden age of the coloured aquatint.’

Abbey, Life, 466 and plate xxi; Brown, British
Historical Medals 866.

61 PAINTER’S PRIMER, THE; IN FAMILIAR RHYME, WITHOUT NOTES: Containing the
Most Approved Methods for beginners in the Art Progressively Laid down, and Peculiarly Adapted for the
Purpose of a Vade-Mecum to Practitioners of Every Branch of Painting, Oxford, Printed by N. Bliss, for
Messrs. Macgivins, 1810. £ 275

8vo, pp. 43, engraved frontispiece by Girtin after the anonymous author’s original, untrimmed in contemporary boards rebacked, contents
slightly dusty, some pencillings.
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A detailed and novel primer for the aspiring artist.

The rhyming couplets extols Hogarth’s theories as a
basis for success in painting - ‘And animated forms, all
curves combine, Immortal Hogarth prov’d it “beauty’s
line.”’ the author suggests that simple subjects should
at first be attempted and ‘toil not on subjects that
engage the art, unworthy, but grace and truth impart.’
the work is strewn with little homilies ‘Survey the
whole with eye deliberate,’ or ‘A work is half
perform’d if well begun’ and continues with plain
advice on, foreshortening, shading drawing, colour
theory and mixing of paints warning the aspiring artist
‘Of cunning secret vender’s craft beware’ and suggests
they learn some chemistry and make their own paints.

OCLC records  4 locations at University of California
(2), Yale, Winterthur, British Library and The National
Art Library.

MARCHING THROUGH INDIA

62 PANORAMA - INDIA. [LAYARD, Frederic Peter]. LINE OF MARCH OF THE BENGAL
REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. Madeley lith., 3, Wellington St., Strand. Ackermann & Co., 96, Strand,
London. [c.1845]. £ 6,500

Hand-coloured lithograph strip panorama measuring 75 × 7,040 mm, and consisting of 22 sheets conjoined, concertina-folded into
portfolio measuring 93 × 338 mm; and hand coloured title pasted on the reverse so as to be instantly visible when opening the portfolio;
small repair to one joint without loss and some general minor soiling; original crimson portfolio with title in gilt on the upper cover: ‘Line
of March of a Bengal Regiment of Infantry in Scinde’.

The Index to British Military Costume Prints states that the print is by Lt. F.P. Layard, 19th Bengal N.I. Born in Bath the
son of Henry Peter John Layard, a former Judge at Colombo in Ceylon, Frederic Peter Layard, (1818-1891) became
Bengal Army Ensign, 19th Bengal Native Infantry in 1838; Captain in 1851; Major in 1862; and Colonel with Bengal
Staff Corps 1864. Layard is known to have left India on the steamer ‘Victoria’ in February 1843 for Great Britain -
it seems very likely that it was during this visit to Britain that the
drawings were placed in Ackermann’s hands for publication.

The procession advances from right to left with captions
appearing close to the bottom of the image. From right to left
they read: ‘Striking Tents’; ‘Magazine Camels’; ‘Physic Bangy’;
‘Hackery with Sick’; ‘Hospital Establishment’; ‘Native Doctor’;
‘Brahmins Praying in a Tank’; ‘Orderly’; ‘Com[mandin]g Officer’;
‘Guide’; ‘Dak Runners’; ‘Halfway Coffee Club’; ‘Breakfast Kit’;
‘Sowari Camel’; ‘Duffadar of the 4th Irregr. Cavalry with
Despatches’; ‘Advance Guard’; ‘Officer in Command of Advance
Guard’; ‘Palkee’; ‘Massalchee’; ‘Guard Escorting Prisoners’;
‘Moonshi in a Bylee’; ‘Grass Cutter’; ‘Scindees’; ‘Mess
Khansaman’; ‘Dooly’; ‘Saes ‘; ‘Quartermaster’; ‘Faqueer’; ‘Mess
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Stores’; ‘Mess Kudmutgar’; ‘Boburchi Cook’; ‘Mess Tent’; ‘Berri Wallah or Shepherd’; ‘Mess Cattle’; ‘Bhangi
Burdar’; ‘Puckauli’; ‘Baggage’; ‘Hackery with Baggage’; ‘Pandit’; ‘Dundia with Nirikh Boo’; ‘Bunneah & Supplies for
Regt.’; ‘Dundia Carrying the Bazar Flag’; ‘Pariah Dog’; ‘Dundea or Weighman’; ‘Naik of the Bazar Guard’;
‘Cruokedar’; ‘Dhobie & Wife Bearer’; ‘Bheestie’; ‘Mentur’; ‘Private Tent Pitcher & Master’s Monkey’; ‘Officers’s
Baggage’; ‘Jemadar of Russud Guard or Foraging Party’; ‘Khidmutgar & Cooly with Cooking Kit’; ‘Baggage Camel
of the Russud Guard’; ‘Camp Followers’; Qr Mr. Searjeant’; ‘Hundi Wallas or Camp Color Men’; ‘Clashi or Tent
Pitcher’.

Abbey, Life, 515; Index to British Military Costume Prints 485 [2].

63 PERCY, A.R. ALLGEMEINES CHEMISCH-TECHNISCH-ÖKONOMISCHES RECEPT-
LEXICON. Eine Sammlung praktischer Erfahrungen, ganz neuer Entdeckungen und Beobachtungen in
der technischen Chemie, Gewerbskunde, Gärtnerei, Land- und Hauswirthschaft. Zu Gebrauche für
Fabrikanten, Gewerbtreibende, Künstler, Gärtner, Oekonomen, sowie für alle Haushaltungen
gemeinfaßlich bearbeitet und herausgegeben von Dr. A.R. Percy. Nürnberg, Verlag der v. Ebner’schen
Buchhandlung, 1856 [-1858]. £ 385

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. xxiv, 940, 2 folding tables; [iv], 384; with numerous tables in the text; foxing,
generally light but heavier in places, throughout due to paper quality, but otherwise fresh; in contemporary green blind-stamped cloth;
spine lettered in gilt; some wear to boards, and corners bumped, but otherwise a good copy.

Rare first edition of this comprehensive dictionary of recipes for chemical
compounds, medicines, and foodstuffs, by the Nuremberg doctor A.R. Percy.

The recipes and prescriptions offered by Percy cover all kinds of areas, from
gardening to the kitchen, craft to industry, and often draw on the latest chemical
discoveries from the likes of Liebig. Among the techniques and procedures listed
are ones for rendering frozen apples usable; making sour beer good; preserving
flowers; baking bread; recipes for various types of chocolate; the manufacture of
inks; the making of various iron alloys; the making of new dyes and colours;
getting rid of flies; jam-making; improving the taste of coffee; leather tanning;
paper-making; the making of pomades; gilding of porcelain; phosphor-based rat
poisons; the making of palm-soap; steelmaking; and the making of sparkling
wines. An appendix adds a number of further preparations and recipes drawing
on experiments and discoveries made throughout 1854.

The supplementary volume, which appeared in 1858, includes further new
techniques, including Debray’s method for the production of aluminium, and the
use of cadmium bromide in photography.

OCLC only records the second edition of 1863, of which there are three copies, at
Colorado, Loras College, Iowa, and the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.

64 [PERFUME]. CALIFORNIA PERFUME COMPANY. ISSUED ONLY TO THE
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE California Perfume Company. New York, Kansas City, San Francisco,
Luzern, Montreal. [New York, N. J. Schless & Co.] for the California Perfume Company, [c. 1914-1915].

£ 750

Oblong folio, pp. [44], title printed in red and black, followed by 42
chromolithographically illustrated pages and one final page of index;
occasionally a little spotted, some prices masked out; original screw-bound
black cloth portfolio, front cover lettered in gilt; cloth tabs with printed
numbers to fore-edges; extremities a little worn, lettering faded.

The California Perfume Company was later, after a steep
increase in business, to become the company Avon Products
(named after the director’s favourite playwright), which
revolutionized the promotion of cosmetic goods. What made
their success was that they offered whole ranges of cosmetic
goods, often in matching gift boxes. The CPC produced as well
essences for baking, food colouring and polishes for cars and
furniture.
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The business had begun in 1886 ‘in a little office about 20 by 25 feet in size … grew rapidly … This phenomenal
growth may all be attributed to the original CPC idea which is the manufacturing of a complete line of perfumes
and toilet articles, as well as household necessities and specialities, each the best possible article of its kind, to be
sold direct to the user … From a small beginning the Company has built up an organization of over 20,000
representatives, constituting the largest and most efficient selling organization of its kind in the world’ (William
Scheele, The Story of the CPC).

The CPC won a gold medal at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915 and emblazoned their subsequent packaging
and trade catalogues with it for the subsequent years, which helps to date our catalogue before that event.

According to OCLC, the Hagley Museum and Library appear to own a copy of this catalogue, and a few later
editions; however, pinning down which issue of this undated trade catalogue is owned by an institution is not easy.

THE FIRST USE OF GRAPHICAL STATISTICS

65 PLAYFAIR, William. THE COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL ATLAS, representing, by means
of stained copper-plate charts, the progress of the commerce, revenues, expenditure, and debts of
England, during the whole of the eighteenth century.  The third edition, corrected and brought down to
the end of last year… London, Printed by T. Burton… for J. Wallis… 1801. £ 1,500

8vo, pp. xv, [1], 96, [2], with 26 coloured engraved plates, two folding, although the last plate of the ‘Chart shewing variations in the
price of the sack of flour at Marks Lane for 10 years’ is supplied in expert facsimile; with the engraved bookplate of Cheshunt College
Library on front pastedown, and their neat stamps on title page; in contemporary marbled boards, expertly rebacked and recornered,
spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to boards, otherwise a very appealing copy.

Third and best edition, originally published in 1786, and again in 1787.  The present edition adds new information
in light of changes in Europe, the French Revolution in particular.  The fine plates depict the import/export trade
of various countries using graphical statistics - their first application to the study of economics.  The first part of the
work deals with the trade of England with various parts of the world, including North America, the Indies, Russia
and Africa.  The second part deals with financial matters; the revenues of England from 1550 to 1800, the National
Debt, the operation of the Sinking Fund, the expenses of the navy and army, and the price of flour from 1791 to
1801.

‘There are few differences between the first and second editions … There are, [however], much more substantial
differences in the third edition. Instead of 40 plates containing 44 charts, there are 28 plates containing 33 charts.
The most significant omission is the
bar chart showing the exports and
imports of Scotland. Gone also are
charts showing trade data for
England, Holland, and the United
States. Three charts showing aspects
of the national debt as it related to
annuities and interest rates were also
dropped. Missing also are the five
charts, attributed to James Corry,
representing economic data from
Ireland. Two new charts were added.
The first, in Plate 19, is a rather
elaborate large area chart on a flyout
showing the annual revenues of
England and France as well as the
interest on debt. This chart includes a
chronological display at the top which
shows the reigns of English, British, and French monarchs. The other new plate is not numbered, although it is
given a figure of 26 in the index and referred to as Chart XXVI in the text.

Although much of the data are brought up to date, the tables of numbers are no longer incorporated. James Watt
had advised their inclusion in the earlier editions to allay possible concerns regarding provenance or accuracy. In
fact … the tables call attention to Playfair’s lack of concern for accuracy, and so Watt’s wise counsel had an effect
opposite to what he intended. Playfair’s goals were didactic and at times polemical, rather than analytical, and his
freehand drawing of the variations in imports or exports is sometimes hard to reconcile with the numbers. While he
certainly made small errors and technical mistakes, the most egregious problems concern his interpolations between
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data points. On many occasions, the ups and downs of the lines are fanciful and probably reflect Playfair’s
prejudices rather than the likely values of the missing data …

Despite the minor numerical errors, the technical slips and graphical functions that are occasionally more fanciful
than accurate, all three editions of the Atlas introduced an astonishing number of novel charting constructions that
are still in common use today’ (Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s Commercial and Political Atlas and
Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 16-23).

Goldsmiths 18232; Kress B.4431; this edition not in Einaudi; see Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s
Commercial and Political Atlas and Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 14-32.

66 RACINET, Albert. L’ORNEMENT POLYCHROME, cent
planches en or, argent, et couleurs, contenant environ 2,000 motifs de
tous les styles et des tous les âges, depuis l’art chez les anciens
jusqu’au XVIIIe siècle. Deuxième Edition. Paris, Firmin Didot, ca.
1872.                                                                                         £ 350

SECOND EDITION. Folio, pp. [4] half-title and title [printed in red and black], iv,
60, [2], [4]; 100 magnificent chromolithograph plates, each with a accompanying leaf of
letterpress letterpress and 140 text illustrations; some occasional foxing but generally a
clean copy; original decorated red morocco backed decorative cloth, gilt, gilt edges.

The work could be considered as France’s own monumental reply to Owen
Jones’ Grammar of Ornament.

Racinet’s visual record in colour of ornament and decorative art from all
over the world and throughout history originally appeared in ten
instalments between 1869 and 1873 before being published in volume form.
A second series was issued later in the century.

Brunet, Suppl. II, p. 387 (not listing this edition):

67 RIDGWAY, Robert. COLOR STANDARDS AND COLOR
NOMENCLATURE… With Fifty-three Colored Plates and Eleven
hundred and Fifteen Named Colors. Washington, D.C. published for
the Author. 1912.                                                                           £ 225

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [4], iii, [1] ‘Contents’ 43, [1]; colour title and 43 plates
each with 27 coloured samples; original green cloth, spine defective; some very old smoke
damage to edge of cover and fore edge with a light damp mark running along the upper edge,
nevertheless internally bright.

‘Ridgway published Color Standards and Color Nomenclature himself in 1912,
financed in part by a loan from his friend and colleague José Castulo Zeledón.
The work became a standard reference used by ornithologists for decades after
Ridgway’s death, as well as specialists in such wide-ranging fields as mycology,
philately, and food coloring. The book named 1,115 colors, illustrated with
color swatches on 53 plates. Special care was taken to ensure consistency of
color reproduction across the edition, as well as the prevention of fading. The
color samples were printed as large sheets by A. Hoen & Co., cut into
swatches one inch by one-and-one-half inches, and pasted into each bound
book.’ (Wikipedia).

RIDING IN VOGUE

68 [RIDING SCHOOL TOY]. SPATZIER-RITT ZUM FREUNDLICHEN DOERFEHEN
ODER DAS WIETH PFERD. La Promenade à Chaval ou village riant ou le cheval a louage. [German]
‘JMB’ circa 1825. £ 3,500

Toy includes a movable figure of a horse that consists of 18 pieces that can manipulated to any position through metal pins; mounted on
a coloured engraved landscape backdrop; together with eight interchangeable hand coloured cut-out riders; original marbled slipcase with
lithograph label with the makes initials within a shield.
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The interchangeable riders include two ladies, three gentlemen, a jockey and two military men all dressed in
prevailing fashion. The ladies sporting the characteristic plumper sleeves and gents with their curvy tall hats.

We have not been able to identify the makers mark although we have handled copies of the Thames Tunnel
peepshows that bear the same JMB monogram within a shield manufactured at the same period.

69 ROGERSON, Harry Summerfield. MODERN ORNAMENT. Manchester: Published by The
Decorative Art-Journals Co. Ltd. circa 1901. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Four parts as issued, folio [46 x 33 cm], ff. 10 ; 12 chromolithograph plates including a number printed with
gold and silver; original green and brown printed wrappers.

A superb series of finely printed plates of domestic frieze, wall, door and ceiling decoration in the Art Nouveau
style, slightly toned down and adapted for British sensibilities.

‘The aim of this work is to give the master painter a few suggestions for the treatment of walls ceilings, door panels,
and other surfaces, which in the course of business he may called upon to decorate. The designs have been
prepared with the intention of interpreting the modern side of decorative art, and in their character they all partake

of that feeling, They include both
stencilled and pencilled work, with
this feature in common, that they
are all flat or semi-flat in their
treatment.’(Introduction)

Rogerson, or at least the publishers,
saw the ‘great impulse forward’ that
the Paris Exposition of 1900 gave
to decoration and felt that a scheme
adapted for British taste was needed
in these fast developing fields of
design. The Decorative Art-Journals
Co. Ltd. used the best Manchester
chromolithographer William
Kleinertz to execute the designs by
Rogerson.

‘Painted Ornament has always been
a favourite form of decoration in
Germany, where it has a tradition

and a history; but the revival which the last fifteen years has witnessed in other parts of Europe has caught
Germany in the swirl of a vortex, and a phlegmatic Teuton in his decoration seems to surrender himself to an
abandon that becomes positively riotous in its exuberance. However one may question the taste, we are constrained
to admire the dexterous skill in form, and daring in colour schemes which mark much modern decoration in
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Germany. Its fault lies in a general absence of restraint and a lack of architectural relation, and this is a criticism
which may be applied to the neighbouring arts of Austria and France so far as the new movement is concerned.’
(ibid.)

We have really very little knowledge of Rogerson’s career or why he was chosen to produce this work but it is likely
that he was influenced by the Paris Exposition of 1900. What we have been able to garner is chiefly from a trawl of
the web. Harry Summerfield Rogerson (1878-1942) was born in Chorlton, Lancashire so he would have been in his
early 20’s when he prepared these designs. He married an Irish girl Ann (or Anna) Josephine McDonell and moved
to Baltimore in the USA where he apparently fell on hard times during the 1930s. He was supported by The Public
Works of Art Project, the first of the New Deal programs created specifically to provide work for unemployed
artists. His project appears to have been with the city’s old Peale Museum which had in 1931 been saved from
demolition and reopened.

Not cited in any bibliography; OCLC recording one copy at Texas with apparently no copy in the UK.

70 ROSENSTIEHL, Auguste. TRAITÉ DE LA COULEUR a point de vue physique, physiologique
et esthétique: Comprenant l’exposé de l’etat actuel de la question de l’Harmonie des Couleurs. Paris :
Dunod et Pinat, éditeurs, 47 et 49, Quai des Grands-Augustins, 1913. £ 750

Royal 8vo, pp. xv [1], 277 [1], [2] advertisement; 14 plates including mounted paper and
fabric samples [for details see below]; preserving original printed wrappers, red cloth, spin lettered
in gilt.

Rosenstiehl (1839-1916) was professor of chemistry at the l’Ecole de chimie de
Mulhouse (1865-1869) and later of industrial chemistry applied to dyes, bleaching,
printing and finishing at the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (1905-
1916). He received the gold medal at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1900 for
his work.

The work contains ‘1 plate of wool samples dyed by Amedee Jolly, Paris; 6
chromo-lithographs by Maison Monrocq, Paris; 6 “papiers peints” by J. Zuber et
Cie, Rixheim, which the author states were especially made for his purposes
because the chromolithograph process “est impuissante a reproduire certains
effets de vigueur dans les valeurs.” This book expands upon the author’s
important brochure, Les premiers elements de la science de la couleur (Mulhouse, 1884),
which had helped spread knowledge of Maxwell color discs, the adjustable
colored discs which when spun at high speed form a single color. Rosenstiehl’s
book, published at the height of Cubism, was the acknowledged inspiration for the color system of Julie
Beaudeneau which, in turn, was used by Jacques Villon’ [Birren (1974)].

Birrin (1982) 560 & Birrin (197) p. 44/5.

71 ROUGET DE LISLE, Amédée. CHROMAGRAPHIE OU L’ART DE COMPOSER UN
DESSIN à l’aide de lignes et de figures géométriques, et de l’imiter avec des matières colorées. Paris: Chez
l’Auteur, Rue du Faubourg-Poissonnière, 8. Chez Pitois-Levrault et Compagnie, Rue de la Harpe, 81 chez.
les principaux libraires et fabricants de couleurs. 1839. £ 2,850

FIRST EDITION. 4to, [3] 6-7 [1] blank, 7 [1] blank,
16, 12, 8; 9 double-page hand coloured lithograph plates after
Chevreul and 6 double-page engraved plated ; original decorative
printed wrappers preserved in early twentieth century green art
vellum backed marbled boards.

Inspired and dedicated to Chevreul, the aim of Rouget
de Lisle’s work was to open up careers to colour
workers and pattern makers which could be both more
lucrative and enjoyable.

The work is divided into four parts viz. 1) Printing in
black and colour on paper, canvas and fabrics; 2) The
preparation of colours and materials needed for
designers, colourists, carpet and upholstery
manufacturers graded on a colour table according to the
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law of simultaneous contrast colour by Chevreul, Director of royal manufactures dyes. This section containing the 9
plates that illustrate 74 contrasting hand-painted colours after Chevreul’s 1839 De la loi du contraste simultané des
couleurs. 3) A new method of manufacturing the upholstery and needle point designs. Rouget de Lisle method
involved a chromatic alphabet translating colours into mathematical symbols. 4) The art of making tapestries like
those of Gobelins and Beauvais, and Persian and Savonnerie carpet. A rather ambitious chapter but still giving
artisans instruction in a higher class of work.

Amédée Rouget de Lisle was a civil engineer by training and the inventor of numerous devices for preserving foods
and for carbonating water and alcoholic beverages, the familiarity of his name due to his uncle, the composer of La
Marseillaise Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle.

72 ROWLANDSON, Thomas. THE HIGH METTLED RACER. London: Pub… by S.W. Fores,
N.3 Piccadilly, July 20, 1789. £ 2,000

A set of four hand coloured engravings with aquatint by J. Hasell [350 × 445mm]; each print with a double fillet border in wash
containing engraved lines of verse and titles imprint at foot of two plates shaved also minor nicks to blank edges and some skilful
restoration; overall a very fine set; preserved in a custom-made cloth portfolio.

A fine set of prints illustrating Rowlandson’s skill at capturing ribaldry and gusto of Georgian Britain.

Although without separate titles the plates have been given the descriptive names Racehorse, The Hunter, The Hack,
and the The Cart-Horse, the borders engraved with verses taken from Charles Dibdin’s Liberty Hall, first presented in
February 1785 at Drury Lane.

The fate of the horse is given in four cameos, each with a Gentleman observing the decline of the animal. The first
plate depicting a horse race with crowds cheering on the winners; the second plate showing the Gentleman, now the
owner of the horse, with his wife, friends and huntsman at the kill of a fox; the third plate has the Gentleman
meeting up with his old horse outside an inn the horse paired with another waiting to be hitched up to a carriage;
and lastly the horse lying dead outside in front of a farriers, the one time owner looking on in dismay.

Grego I, p. 261; Seltzer. p. 237 & Mellon British Sporting and Animal Prints p. 148.
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73 ROWLANDSON, Thomas. ROWLANDSON’S CHARACTERISTIC SKETCHES OF THE
LOWER ORDERS intended as a companion to the New Picture of London, consisting of fifty-four
plates, neatly coloured. London: Printed for Samuel Leigh, 18, Strand. 1820. £ 2,500

FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE. 12mo, pp. iv; 54 hand-coloured plates by Rowlandson including a frontispiece;  later
straight ribbed morocco, the spine decorated in six compartments, two lettered in gilt; gilt top, silk endpapers, ‘Bound by Zaehnsdorf
1902’.

One of the finest series of Cries, all executed in the robust Rowlandson style.

‘Of the plates, Mr. Martin Hardie has written: “They show many phases of London street-life that have now
disappeared. The coal-heaver, and other characters always with us, are interesting in their by-gone guise; while the
night-watchman, the raree-showman, the sellers of Poodles, bandboxes, saloop, and other commodities, are quaintly
representative of London life in olden days.” We quote the following from the “Advertisement” concerning
Rowlandson: “The great variety of countenance,
expression, and situation, evinces an active and
lively feeling, which he has so happily infused into
the drawings, as to divest them of that broad
caricature which is too conspicuous in the works
of those artists who have followed his manner.
Indeed, we may venture to assert, that, since the
time of Hogarth, no artist has appeared in this
country, who could be considered his superior, or
even his equal.”’ [Grolier]

The order of the plates is as follows: Postman -
Oysters - Chairs to Mend - Shoe Black - Singing
Birds., - Cucumbers - Sweeps - Drayman - All
Hot - Strawberries - Dogs’ Meat - Rhubarb -
Baker - Tinker - Buy my Sweet Roses - Hot-cross
Buns - Poodles - Bagpipes - Fire men - Old
Clothes - Sweet Lavender - Curds & Whey - Last
Dying Speech - Pray remember the poor Sweeper - Itinerant Musicians - Images - Butcher - Earthen-ware - Door-
mats - Raree-show - Baskets - Matches - Flounders - Hackney Coachman - Milk - Walnuts to Pickle - Past one
o’clock - Great Nsws - Billet-Doux - Band-boxes - A Peep at the Comet - Saloop - Roasting Jacks &c - Wine
Coopers - Gardener - Roasted Apples - Cherries - Coal-heavers - Cooper - Distressed Sailors - Grinder - Placard -
Menagerie - Ballad Singer.

Included with this item is a manuscript note from the Grolier Club, dated 1918, stating that ‘this copy is one of the
rare 1st issues with printed date (1820) … I think this is one of the most interesting of all Rowlandson’s works and
is quite scarce’.

Adams 126; Beall E40; Colas 2588 and Hilas 762. See Grolier A Catalogue of Books Illustrated by Thomas Rowlandson
New York, 1916 No. 44.

74 RUMPF, Johann Daniel Friedrich. BERLIN UND POTSDAM, eine vollständige Darstellung
der merkwürdigsten Gegenstände. Berlin: Oehmigke jun. 1803-04. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. xvi, 424; xvi, 554, [2]
engraved title to each volume each with hand coloured vignette, six engraved
plates (including five hand-coloured and one double-page); contemporary
mottled boards, red paper labels. occasional light foxing, small smudge on
one plate, but a very good copy.

Rare first edition of this thorough guide book to Berlin and
Potsdam published two years prior to Napoleon’s occupation.

The work mainly focuses on topography, inhabitants and places
of interest, the author opening each volume providing the
traveller with topographic views of the cities and their
neighbourhoods, their location and climate. The work is also
packed with descriptive and statistical information on the
inhabitants, including the population of Berlin and Potsdam,
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their origin, mortality rate and way of life. Furthermore, Rumpf characterises the state authorities, local laws, types
of occupation and regional trade, factories, commercial and charitable institutions. Additionally he describes the
Prussian military system, education and science and art societies, community life and social clubs. All in all a
fascinating work, including full details on all the main sightseeing places in Berlin and Potsdam at the turn of the
century.

Johann Daniel Friedrich Rumpf (1766-1838) was a Prussian court counsellor and author of several works including
a number of guides to the Prussian state.

Abbey, Life, 20; Colvin p. 353.

75 SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo.
RACCOLTA DI COSTUMI NAPOLETANI. [Naples], 1846.

                                                                                  £ 1,350

4to [280 × 180mm.], 20 hand coloured lithograph costume plate, including title;
contemporary roan backed decorative cloth.

Sets of costume plates were sold freely to tourists and at festival times,
both individually and in various combinations of subject and number.
This set contains 20 plates, others by the same artist can be found with as
many as eighty plates or as few as ten. Neither Colas not Lipperheid note
this series although Colas does record an oblong folio with the same title
dated to 1825 with 18 plates containing different subjects than our copy.

The plates include the following subjects - Acouajuola, Mangiatore di
Maccheroni, Facchino, Puncinella, Melonaro, Tarantella [male], tarantela
[female], Uomo di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco, Donna di ritorno dalla
mad. dell’Arco, venditore di fragole, Marinajo, Ovajola, quesua per s.
Anonio, Impaglia sedie, Scrivano pubblico, Canta storie, Venditore di
Pizze, Venditore di Maccheroni, Ciabattino, and Ventitrice di spighe.

COLOUR MATCHING ADVICE FOR VIENNESE LADIES

76 SCHRÖDER, Severin & LEFNER, Heinrich Illustrator. DIE FARBENHARMONIE IN
DER DAMEN-TOILETTE Vienna: Verlag von Emil Berté& Cie. und S. Czeiger, I. Lothringerstrasse 3.,
1897. £ 875

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp x, 47, [1] blank; six coloured plates together with a pocket at the back of the work containing a colour
wheel chart and an accompanying pierced sheet ‘Harmonie des Contrastes and ‘Harmone des Verwandten, Analogen.’ original white
cloth the upper cover of a fashionable lady within a grey palette border, gilt, red edges; slightly soiled.

An unusual work for fashionable ladies in
Viennese society to get their colour
combinations correct.

In his introduction the author tells us that he
was for a time a teacher of drawing and
colour harmony to the Imperial School of
Textile Industry in Vienna. Apparently he
lived in Paris for a while and learnt a great
deal from milliners and confectioners in the
use and harmony of colours. This he thought
a good subject to develop and teach at the
Imperial School.

The dedication to Prinzessin Ludwig zu
Windisch-Graetz (1843-1912), a member of
one of princely families in the Austrian
Empire that served the Habsburg dynasty;
would prove useful to Schröder in
publicising his work to Viennese court
circles. Schröder also employed Heinrich
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Lefner the Austrian painter, graphic artist and stage designer to provide the colour plates and cover design.

The chapters cover basic concepts; application of colour harmony in the boudoir; hair colour; combining hat and
dress colour; the colours of ornament; some suggestions for the more advanced age (this chapter may have been
included for the benefit of the dedicatee); how to prepare one’s toilets for portraits and photographs; and a chapter
on matching various parts of the toilet including umbrellas, veils, and jewellery. To help with making difficult
choices easy, and to engender a sense of scientific purpose, Schröder provides a neat wheel chart in pochoir colours
tucked into a pocket at the end of the work.

Roy Osborne, Books on Colour Since 1500: A History and Bibliography of Colour Literature, p. 205.

77 [SHIRLEY, Evelyn Philip]. LOWER ETTINGTON: Its
Manor House and Church. London: Pickering and Co., 1880.

                                                                                                  £ 200

Small 4to, pp. 51, [5]; vignettes, decorative head-pieces and capitals, all coloured by
hand; original blue boards, parchment spine; slightly discoloured, corners rubbed.

Second edition of this history and description of the home of the Shirley
family, one of the oldest continuously held manors in the country. With a
description of the church and a list of pictures in the house including
works by Rembrandt, Jervis, Watteau, Godfrey Kneller and Thomas
Lawrence. The first edition had appeared in 1869. For this edition two
additional poems were added from the 1873 “Ettington versus Eatington”
publication by the same author.

Holmes, The Country House Described, p. 168 (1st edition).

78 SMITH, George. A COLLECTION OF DESIGNS FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND
INTERIOR DECORATION, in the most approved and elegant taste; viz. curtains; draperies; beds;
cornices; chairs and sofas for parlours, libraries, drawing rooms, &c.; library fauteuils; seats; ottomans;
chaises longue; tables for libraries, writing, work, dressing, &c.; sideboards; celerets; bookcases; screens;
candelabri; chiffoniers; commodes; pier tables; wardrobes; pedestals; glasses; mirrors; lamps; jardiniers;
&c.: with various designs for rooms, geometrical and in perspective, shewing the decorations, adjustment
of the furniture, &c. Also some general observations and a description of each plate. Engraved on 158
plates, from original drawings. London: Published for J. Taylor, at the Architectural Library, No. 59, High
Holborn, 1808. £ 9,500

4to, pp. [i-vi], vii, [viii-ix], x-xiv [1] 2-33 [1] imprint; 158 plates,
plates 23 and 26 cut to plate mark and mounted, plate 146 with
repair to margin, some occasional spotting, but still an unusually
bright copy; contemporary vellum, upper cover lettered in gilt Marquis
of Downshire, Hillsborough Castle; some marks on lower
board; inscribed on title For the use of James McBlaine,
Hillsborough; bookplate of Donald & Mary Hyde.

After Thomas Hope’s publications, George Smith’s
Collection of Designs is probably the most important and
influential work on design and decoration of the Regency
period both in Britain and America. It is evident that Smith
must have had either fairly accurate drawings or personal
knowledge of the Duchess Street interiors and furnishings.

‘Hope’s designs were put into general circulation by George
Smith, the author of a pattern book which quickly followed
Hope’s publication and had practically the same title: A
Collection of Designs for Household Furniture and Interior
Decoration, 1808. Little so far is known about Smith’s career.
He was a practising craftsman who claimed, without
justification it seems, to be upholsterer to the Prince of
Wales. There is certainly much emphasis on upholstery in
his book, a concession to the growing interest in this
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branch of interior decoration which was largely due to the increasing output of materials from the factories. This
was to be of importance for furniture design, not only in the attempt to relate curtains and window cornices to the
various styles which were beginning to affect furniture but also in the thicker padding which was being applied to
seats of all kinds with consequent influence on their design’ (Frances Collard, Thomas Hope’s Furniture, in: Thomas
Hope, Yale, 2008).

’Smith took over many of the classical features of Hope’s designs. He makes great use of animal monopodia on a
variety of pieces, tables, sideboards, chairs and sofas, for instance, of double lotus leaves meeting centrally in legs
and stretchers, of winged feet on tables and cabinets, of console supports on tables and seats, and of varied
fashionable decorative ornaments such as stars and bolt heads. His chairs in general adopt the straight lines which
were considered to have been the distinguishing mark of ancient furniture, thus failing to continue the use of
contrasting curves which were such an attractive feature of the ‘Trafalgar’ chair. His Household Furniture undoubtedly
kept classical types of furniture very much alive, as did the reissue of Tatham’s Etchings in 1810. But Smith could
not possibly match the scholarship which gave precision to many of Hope’s designs.

‘Smith also paid great attention to Gothic designs; indeed his book of 1808 presents more illustrations of this style
than any previous publication. He claims that Gothic produced ‘a more abundant variety of ornaments and forms
than can possibly be obtained in any other style’, and he proceeds to apply his Gothic decoration to every kind of
furniture. Herein the fundamental error of designing furniture in historical revivals becomes clear. Smith’s designs
are not Gothic at all; they simply show furniture of current fashionable forms with the addition of Gothic ornament
- pierced quatrefoils, crockets, pinnacles, pointed arches, etc. copied from medieval buildings

‘Smith’s Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer’s Guide of 1826, with 153 plates, shows what had happened within two
decades, for it illustrates interiors in Grecian, Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, Gothic and Louis Quatorze styles while
the author admits that his designs of 1808 are now wholly obsolete owing to the rapid change in taste and the
difficulty of finding new forms. Smith’s furniture is now heavy and clumsy and its decoration coarser, though the
Guide, accepted as the exemplar of late Regency taste, was to have some influence in America as well as in England’
(Joy).

The work was published as a complete volume in boards sometime in 1807 for £4 14s 6d or as here ‘elegantly
coloured’ at £7 17s 6d .The British Critic for March 1806 advertises the issue in parts each containing 50 plates price
£1 11s 6d each, plain; or elegantly coloured, £2. 12s 6d.’ The first group of 50 plates dated Dec. 1st 1804; the
second group of 50 dated July 1st 1805 with the remaining plates dated Dec. 1st 1806 and Jan. 1st 1807. The first
part with the most Hopean designs was clearly available by 1805 and thus prior to Hope’s own publication and not
after as the title-page would seem to indicate.

Clearly this was a very expensive work and copies are uncommon in the marketplace in anything like original
condition.

Provenance: From the library of the Marquise of Downshire of Hillsborough Castle (County Down, Ireland) and the
architect James McBlaine or McBlain who built the local parish church. He was most likely the overseer of the
Hillsborough estate.

See Joy, E. Pictorial Dictionary of British 19th century Furniture Design, 1977; Frances Collard Thomas Hope’s Furniture in
Thomas Hope Yale University Press, 2008; Abbey Life 71.

79 SMITH, Worthington G. MUSHROOMS AND TOADSTOOLS: How to distinguish easily the
Differences between Edible and Poisonous Fungi with two large sheets containing figures of twenty-nine
edible and thirty-one poisonous species drawn the natural size and coloured from living specimens
London: Robert Hardwicke, 192 Piccadilly, 1867. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, [i-v] vi-viii [xi] x, [11]-64; original printed blue wrappers with small loss at margins, skillfully repaired;
and two large folding chromolithographs [750 × 530 mm], segmented and mounted on linen; folding into original green cloth slipcase;
upper cover with printed orange label.

The work was designed to be easily carried on field trips and aid in distinguishing edible mushrooms from
poisonous ones it was quite expensive at 10s 6d in this format.

‘In 1861, disenchanted with routine architectural work, Smith became a freelance illustrator. Specializing in wood-
engraving and lithography he prepared thousands of illustrations for The Builder and similar magazines. Soon,
however, he turned increasingly to botanical illustration: his work appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle (he was its
chief illustrator until 1910), the Journal of Horticulture, and many others. Mycology became a major interest: he
lectured and wrote books for the British Museum (Natural History) on fungi, and sometimes risked his family’s life
by involving them in sampling edible and poisonous varieties.
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The work contains some wonderful first
hand accounts of self poisoning ‘and are
worth quoting at length:- ‘Poisonous Forest
Mushroom. Without doubt this is a
furiously poisonous plant … About a
quarter of an hour after luncheon I left
home, and was immediately overtaken by a
strange, nervous, gloomy, low-spirited
feeling, quite new to me. Soon a severe
headache added its charms to my feelings,
and then swimming of the brain
commenced, with violent pains in the
stomach. I had now great difficulty to keep
upon my legs at all; my senses all appeared
leaving me, and every object appeared to be
moving with death-like stillness from side to
side, up and down, and round and round.
More dead than alive, I soon returned
home, and was horrified to find two others

(whom I had invited to partake of my repast) in exactly the same condition as myself. At this moment, and not
before, I thought of Agaricus fertilis. These two others had suffered precisely as I had done, and we all three were
apparently dying fast. They, however, were attacked by fearful vomiting, which, I imagine, helped to hasten their
recovery; for after a few days of sickness and nausea (with medical assistance), they got well; but it was not so with
me; for although I had first the inclination, I had not the strength left to vomit. During the latter part of the first
day I was, however, so continually and fearfully purged, and suffered so much from headache and swimming of the
brain, that I really thought every moment would be my last. I was very ill for the next four or five days; suffered
from loathing and lassitude, fell into deep sleep, long and troubled; at times found all my joints quite stiff; at others,
everything would be swimming before me; and it was not till a fortnight had elapsed that every bodily derangement
had left me.’

THE HONEYMAN COPY

80 SOWERBY, James. A NEW ELUCIDATION OF COLOURS, showing their concordance in
three primitives, yellow, red, and blue; and the means of producing, measuring, and mixing them: with
some observations on the accuracy of Sir Isaac Newton… London: Printed by Richard Taylor and co.
Shoe-Lane. M�DCCC�IX [1809]. £ 2,500

4to, pp. [4], 51 [1] blank, 2 ‘Shortly will be published’; 7 engraved plates
including 5 hand coloured; original boards, spine defective, upper cover with original
printed label; armorial bookplate of Captain Sir Christopher Cole KCB (1770-
1836).

Although generally known as a botanist, mineralogist and scientific
illustrator James Sowerby was also an original theorist of colour.

‘Sowerby’s book is dedicated to the memory of the ‘Great Sir Isaac
Newton’; [plate I is] a record of his own experimentation with
Newtonian theory, only using a slightly concave, not convex prism,
which reverses the spectral order of the three primaries. Although his
aim is simplicity, a certain amount of discussion devoted to recent
experiments by Drs. Young, Herschel and Wollaston and their rival
three and four-colour theories, makes this one of the most scientific of
the colour treatises. Sowerby’s keen interest in botany and mineralogy
led him to seek more thoroughly than any other author, incidences of
the appearance of the three primaries in Nature, as in…the cross-
section of a rock. The ultimate aim of these and similar experiments
was to establish rules for mixing colour according to arithmetical
proportions, as scientific proof of the artist’s intuitive awareness of
prismatic order in Nature, according to which: “even the warmer tints
in Man, who walks erect and looks on Heaven, are seen most
conspicuously in the upper part of his features.” (p. 3)’
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Sowerby’s work probably attracted the attention of William Turner in his clever attempt to harmonise Newton’s
seven primary colours with three ‘material’ primaries of red, yellow and blue.

Babson 162; Gray 229, Peter Bicknell and Jane Munro,  Gilpin to Ruskin: Drawing Masters and Their Manuals, 1800-
1860, 1988. No. 64.

81 STOKES, J. THE COMPLETE CABINET MAKER, AND UPHOLSTERER’S GUIDE:
comprising, the Rudiments and Principles of Cabinet-Making and Upholstery, with familiar Instructions,
illustrated by Examples, for attaining a Proficiency in the Art of Drawing: the Process of Veneering,
Inlaying, and Buhl-Work; the Art of Dying and Staining Wood, Ivory, Bone, Tortoiseshell, &c. London,
A.K. Newman & Co., [c.1829. £ 1,100

FIRST EDITION? Small 8vo, pp. iii-133 (lacking half-title), [11], with 16 engraved plates (2 folding, 11 hand-coloured);
original printed boards; skilfully rebacked and preserved in a neat calf-backed slipcase.

The rare issue with the Newman imprint. A rare pattern book of furniture and draperies, together with useful
recipes and techniques, not only for
producing furniture, but for restoring as
well. The plates, otherwise charming but
mundane, are transformed by the use of
vibrant, original hand-colouring. Divided
into five sections, Stokes adds to the
patterns extensive notes on veneering,
staining, lacquering, japanning and
polishing together with miscellaneous
receipts : a varnish for clock faces, to
preserve wood against injury from fire,
to cast ornaments or moulding to
resemble wood. Containing much of
practical interest, the author would
appear to be a working cabinetmaker
from his practical interest in the use of
different varnishes, polishes, notes on
tools &c.

The title-page is interesting, the text
setting is, apart from Newman’s imprint,

exactly the same as the Dean and Munday issue. Anthony King Newman, who took over the Minerva Press in 1811,
gradually changed the trading name to Newman as he diverted his business to children’s’ books and remainders Just
how this work fits into his business plan is a mystery although the back cover does helpfully advertises a list of his
publications ‘For the amusement of Youth’ at this time.

Berlin Katalog 1239 (Dean & Munday imprint; lacking plate 16); we were not able to locate a single copy with our
imprint via OCLC or COPAC. The only reference to a copy with this imprint is item 2431 in the sales catalogue of
the Decroix collection, which was sold in Paris in 1843.

82 SUTHERLAND, William. MARBLES AND MARBLING Eight Marble Patterns Manchester,
Decorative Art Journals Company Ltd., circa 1890. £ 120

Small folio, pp. 12; 8 loosely inserted chromolithograph plates printed by Kleinertz, Law and Co. of Manchester; stitched as issued, title
with 5 cm tear.

Clear and concise instruction in the art of marbling by this master craftsman.

83 SUTHERLAND, William. FOUR MARBLE PANELS. Manchester: The Decorative Art Journals
Co., [1898]. £ 120

Small folio, pp. 7, [1] ‘Publications’ 4 loosely inserted chromolithograph plates probably printed by Kleinertz, Law and Co. of
Manchester; stitched as issued.

Sutherland gives clear instructions for creating the imitation marbles Rouge Roi, Verde Antique, Breche Africaine,
and Spanish Brocatella.
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84 SUTHERLAND, William & William George. THE SIGN WRITER AND GLASS
EMBOSSER. Manchester: The Decorative Art Journals Co., [1896]. £ 650

Folio, [34 x 46cm] pp. [4] advertisements, [2], title, 62. [4] advertisements; numerous half-tone text illustration and 32
chromolithograph plates by Kleinertz, Law and Co. of Manchester loosely inserted in pocket at end; original decorated brown cloth
portfolio printed in black; an unusually clean copy.

A fine series of alphabets and emblems by one of the finest master
decorators of the the nineteenth century.

The work gives full details on the principles of sign writing in clear
and easily understood language. Further sections on gilding on glass
and the proportion of lettering, formulae and chapters on heraldic
work including material by other eminent technical writers is
included.

William Sutherland was born in Manchester of Gaelic speaking
parents, he apparently had an artistic nature so his parent
apprenticed him to a master house painter. He had a tough
apprenticeship for master painters were extremely secretive of their
trade and although Sutherland learned basic steps to graining and
high class paint work his employer would go to the lengths, even
papering over windows and stopping up keyholes, to protect their
hard earned craft.

Sutherland decided to work his way around France in order to
further his craft before returning to Birmingham in 1847. It became
clear to him that technical education was the answer to producing
tradesmen and he realized that if this was to work he had to break
down the barriers of the pervading system of trade secrets. His first
effort in publishing the techniques of his craft was in 1854 in a small
pamphlet The Grainer, Marbler, and Sign Writer’s. His son William

George was from about this time working together with his father but although among the best painters and
grainers in the country they could never quite achieve the quality of Thomas Kershaw the leading British pioneer of
marbleizing.

William Sutherland instead began to excel at technical writing. In 1863 he published A Handbook of Graining and
Signwriting  and was approached by Building News to write articles on house painting and decorating, Due to
copyright problems and plagiarism of their writings father and son began the The Journal of Decorative Art in 1881
whist still running their now prestigious decorating business. Although both their names appear on the title this
work and The Art of Graining they are almost wholly the work of William senior.

85 [SWIMMING]. [THÉVENOT Melchisédech]. THE SWIMMER’S AND SKATER’S GUIDE
containing Rules, Founded on Experience, for acquiring a perfect knowledge of those Agreeable,
Healthful, and Invigorating Arts; to which are added. directions Taken from the Proceedings of the Royal
Humane Society, instituted for the recovery of Drowned Persons Derby: Published by Thomas
Richardson [circa 1838]. £ 850

12mo, pp. 24, hand coloured wood-engraved folding frontispiece; partly
unopened in original printed pink wrappers.

The work was evidently published during the Great Frost
that enveloped the Britain during January and February,
1838.

The first seventeen pages contain the principles of swimming
from the basic to ever more advanced technique. Some of
the latter actions seem frankly dangerous ‘To cut the Nails of
your Toes in the Water’, ‘To Swim holding up ones Leg.’
Probably these necessitated the inclusion of ‘Directions’ for
recovery of drowned persons, although the advice here of
liberally encouraging the patient to drink rum, brandy and gin
might be frowned on today. The last six pages explain the art
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of skating, this too is aimed for both the novice and more experienced skater. The text appears to be taken from
Thévenot’s work on swimming published in the seventeenth century but with several additions and erroneous
additions.

The frontispiece shows eight illustrations of the naked bathers in various swimming positions and styles
surrounding a view of a iced over pond with well clothed skaters going through their motions.

Although undated the work would have been produced to take advantage of the two month frosty period that
began on the 7th January, 1838 which saw saw temperatures as low as -16 centigrade in London, and did not thaw
until mid March.

OCLC & COPAC list two copies at the British Library and the Bodleian; see Thomas, Ralph Swimming: With Lists of
Books Published, 1904 p. 249.

86 TOMLIN, I. THE PRACTICAL DECORATOR’S HANDBOOK. Contains Over 1,000 Trade
Recipes, Instructions and Details for Mixing & Using all Kinds of Paints, Oils, & Colours. Barnsley, I.
Tomlin, Queen’s Road, n. d. [c. 1900]. £ 95

8vo., pp. 136, 6 full-page colour glazed samples and 3 pages of woodcut figures included in
the pagination; one page soiled;  original blue textured wrappers; slightly creased.

The sixteenth edition of this perennially popular colourman’s guide. Time and
happen-stance has not been kind to this work for it has succumbed to almost
total destruction of both editions and copies.

Instructions on ‘graining, marbling, gilding, stencilling. With a large variety for
practical recipes & instructions for French polishing, staining, spiriting,
varnishing, ebonizing, glazing, enamelling, brass lacquering & bronzing’.
Amongst the more outlandish instructions are those for painting bicycles, a
recipe for cleaning hair cloth using ‘Marrow Oil’ and a special wax for coffins.
Also included are notes on ‘painter’s colic’ and on the ‘harmony of colours’
together with a selection of six full pages of colour samples.

Although apparently running to more than twenty editions, this is a work not
well represented in library collections. The BL cites a 15th edition of the New
Decorator’s Handbook by Tomlin dating it to 1894 and a 23rd edition of ca. 1905.

In all 4 copies of various editions are located by COPAC, though OCLC fails
to locate a single copy.

87 [TRADE CATALOGUE-TEXTILES]. [WOLFRUM, C.] AUSSIG (USTI NAD LABEM)
Czechoslovakia: C. Wolfrum, circa 1930. £ 525

FIRST EDITIONS Tall 8vo, 12; 11; and 7 leaves each;
original green thick buckram portfolios, with hand-written labels
on front covers of each, very slightly shelf worn, an exceptional set.

An unrecorded set of textile sample books.

Original sample catalogues issued in-house by the C.
Wolfrum textile firm in Czechoslovakia between the
World Wars. The firm was famed for its woollen and
silk textiles for women’s fashions, and their catalogues
were very desired. These textile samples for silk,
velveteen and wool/linen fabrics provide an invaluable
colour palette and reference for the costume designer,
art historian, textile and fashion collector, and designer
for the art deco period.

The three pattern books contain 100 samples for
Halbwool Popeline (half-wool and popelin); 34 for
Veloutine 3520 (Velveteen); and 72 for Art 3107 (silk).
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88 VARIN, Amedee. LES PAPILLONS. Metamorphoses
terrestres des peuples de l’air, texte par Eug. Nus et Antony Meray
Paris: Gabriel de Gonet, 1852.                                               £ 1,950

Two volumes, 4to, pp. [iv], 232; [4]; [iv], 258, [4]; 35 hand coloured engraved plates,
some spotting as usual; tissue guards more heavily foxed in places; contemporary red
morocco backed cloth, spine in compartments, lettered and decorated in gilt, gilt edges.

The series of thirty-five engravings illustrate human figures richly costumed
and anthropomorphized by the addition of wings from particular insect
species. The figure are each placed in an appropriate ‘natural’ setting, and
clearly imitate the style of Grandville.

Amédée Varin (1818-1883) was a draughtsman, painter and engraver who
had, prior to this work being published, worked together with Jean-Ignace
Grandville (1803-1847). It is probably not surprising that the baroque
nature of Varin’s illustrations reflect some considerable influence of his
predecessor.

Carteret III, p. 452; OCLC: 3394750.

89 WESTALL, William and OWEN, Samuel. PICTURESQUE TOUR OF THE RIVER
THAMES; Illustrated by Twenty-Four Coloured views, A Map, and Vignettes, from Original Drawings
Taken on the Spot … London: R. Ackermann, 96 Strand, 1828. £ 4,500

FIRST EDITION. 4to, 335 × 270 mm., pp. iv, [2], 172; 24 finely hand-coloured aquatint plates, coloured aquatint vignette on
the title and another on the final leaf; Watermarks: Text ‘H S & S 1828’; plates ‘Not Bleached’ ‘T. Edmonds 1826’ and ‘J.
Whatman 1827’, contemporary full green crushed morocco, spine decorated and lettered in gilt within raised bands, spine faded to brown
by Riviere & Son preserving original cloth binding at end of work; armorial bookplate of Fairfax Rhodes and C. Robert Bignold also
the bookseller tickets of Thomas Thorp and R. D. Steadman.

First edition of ‘perhaps the finest colour-plate book on the Thames … Two tints are used for the printing … the
vignettes are very beautiful’ (Prideaux). A good clean copy with the plate of Twickenham in the early state with the
etching flaw in the sky.

William Westall (1781-1850) was an
accomplished watercolourist and book
illustrator, who was appointed landscape
artist on the expedition to Australia on
board the Investigator in 1799. After his
return in 1805 he settled as a book
illustrator in London, where he drew and
painted illustrations for over 40 books. The
plates of the present work are considered
his best.

‘The colouring is less subdued than
Boydell’s [in his History of the Thames of
1793], and there are more unaquatinted
spaces where the interpretation has been
left to the water-washing artist. This gives
the plates greater resemblance to
spontaneous water-colour drawings but
leads inevitably to a greater disparity
between individual copies. There is some
blue aquatint printing of the skies (e.g. pl. 3. 8. 18, 22-3) but this is not easily distinguishable since it is blended with
colour-washing’ (Adams).

A fine copy once owned by the discerning collector Fairfax Rhodes (1845-1928). Although most of Rhodes
collection was bequeathed to the Cambridge Union Society, this work, together with other books from his library at
Brockhampton Park, was sold at Sotheby’s in 1934.

Abbey Scenery, Adams London Illustrated 157, 435, Tooley 503, Prideaux p. 268.`
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90 WILLSON, Harry. THE USE OF A BOX OF COLOURS, in a Practical Demonstration on
Composition, Light and shade, and colour illustrated by plain and coloured examples… London:
Published by Tilt and Bogue, Fleet Street. for the proprietor, Charles Smith, 34, Marylebone Street,
Piccadilly. M.DCCC.XLII [1842]. £ 350

Royal 8vo, pp. [8], 81, [1] blank, [2] ‘Harry
Willson’s General landscape Tints’ [6]
advertisements; 12 lithograph plates including
frontispiece of which 6 hand coloured and three tinted,
some plates containing several views; original green
cloth, upper cover with gilt blocked title vignette, spine
lettered in gilt, somewhat shaken with some foxing to
half-title and frontispiece.

A nicely produced work printed on thicker
than usual paper with the likely intention of
promoting Charles Smith’s ‘Artists’
Repository.’

The vignette on the upper cover indicates
who Willson intended his book to attract.
This show a woman painting at her table easel

within a domestic setting, behind her can be seen a framed landscape and portrait.

The work includes a general introduction followed by chapters on composition, light and shade, colour, the three
primitive colours, general nature, ‘on rules’, copying, ‘on the light and shade of colour; and reflexes’, harmony and
contrast, dexterity and affectation, backgrounds, water-colour, and tints. The text generally suggests Reynolds
theories as the correct model for the artist to follow, and for materials Charles Smith is introduced at several places
throughout the text.

Harry Willson exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1813 until 1852 and also at the British Institution for a similar
period, he was first an engraver and lithographer and latter on became a teacher of painting. From his exhibited
work we know that Willson would have travelled to the continent, particularly to Italy, from which content of his
Fugitive Sketches in Rome, Venice etc. of 1838 was derived. Later in his career he produced another further work for art
students: A Practical Treatise on Composition, Light and Shade possibly to coincide with the influx to London for the
Exhibition of 1851.

Abbey Life 192.
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